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BELOVED ELDERLY T. A. Sanford Named Principal
MANY MOURN FOR Hamlin Homecoming in Historic
SCHOOL TRUSTEES ARE NAMED
of
Danvi
lle,
Ky.,
High
Schoo
l
CITIZEN CALLED
Old
Mans
ion
Draw
s
Great
Thro
ng
CLIFFORD DORAN
Is Splendid Promotion for°
IN 25 DISTRICTS OF THE COUNTY
Able Young Murray

Nathan Madison. "Uncle Jake"
Lassiter, 83, Lived Entire
We in County.

0
Some Races Are Close
in Heated Election
Saturday

Popular Young BUSIIIINIS Man DIN
Saturday After Two Weeks
Critical Ithaca&

By Max B. Hart
hand. The doors are two and onehalf inches thick and today they Women To Play Softball
Friends and relatives from vanMonday Evening
ous sections of the country gath- show no signs of sagging. The winMurray loses one of its ablest
Nathan Madison "Uncle Jake"
ered
at the home of Uncle Pink dows originally' were of very small
Clifford Doran. 23 years old, one
`
The
Lassiter, one of the highest regard- and most energetic community,
City Woman's Softball learn
panes, having 12 in the upper
of the county's most popular young McCuiston on July 11 and spent a sash and
ed elderly citizens of Calloway educational and church
and the College Woman's Softball
in
8
the
lower.
_in
the
leaders in
happy
day of renewing friendship
business men. died Saturday at
county, died Friday at the home the election of Theodore A. Sanfront they have been replaced by team will meet in .a spirited conthe hospital following a two week's and affection in honor of the birth- larger panes.
of his son, Albert • Lassiter, on ford as principal of the
The house is entered test on the High School field MonDanville.
illness of typhoid fever and =im- day of Walter Hamlin. The guests through a
North Fifth street of the infirmi- Ky., high school and his resignaspacious hallway open- day evening, July 23. The event
errived
early
and
were
cordially
plications
Despite
.
the fact that
ties of age, following a three tion as principal of Murray
ing on either side into very large Is sponsored by the local Club of
high
his death was Lewd ICKJICYMIg greeted by Mr Hamlin and 'his and airy rooms.
week's illness.
From the hall a University Walesa of which Mrs
school tcreaccept -Mir-new "position,
- days before the end his until:Illy good wile as active hosts to the stitirway
The election of trustees for Calascends to the second J. W. Carr is chairman PartPAll
Mr. Lassiter wos one of the old:
Mr. Sanford will receive conmany
Hamlin
relatives
all
descend- story
death was a great shock to his
which also has a hall and the funds for the evening will go loway county schribls was held
est native-born citizens of Callo- siderably more salary
ed
from
Peter
in Danville
Steinback Hamlin,
faintly and, host of friends.
Saturday -in M. distriets while nib
two large rooms. This stairway is to a scholarship -fund
- way county and resided tiarough- than here, the only considerat
the builder of the old brick manion
Young Doran was formerly a
election was held in 35 districts
especially interesting in that it has
out all his life on the east 'Ode of that would have
slop
which still stands to welcome
taken him away
chie to the fact thit that, were
star
athlete at
Murray
the hand-casved walnut hind-rail
High and
the county-, near Murray. His from Murray. Mr.
shelter the scores of his kinsSanford was
School. he and his twin-brother,
no candidates. The county board"
with
goose
neck
and
tueeted
volute.
parents moved to Callowayscounty elected on the Murray
men and friends.
high school
Clifton, who resembled each other
of education will appoint trustees
Each room is provided with comfrom North Carolina, among., the faculty nine years
ago. He was
The forenoon was spent in jolly modious closets
so nearly, that they were often
in districts in which no elections
secreted by doors
earliest settlers here, more than shortly afterward
promoted
to
mistaken in identity by acquaint- conversation and in exploring the of beautiful carved woodwork and
were held.
80 years ago and Mr. Lassiter was principal and his work
in that
quaint
old mansion which was the on every hand is the evidence
ances, were a perfectly co-oreiThe
of
born just west of Pine Bluff, where capacity has been, outstandi
election was
conducted
ng since
stated pair on the court and form- first brick house constructed in careful planning on the part of the
quietly in all the districts although
his father settled.
Hood,
H.
H.
one of the highest grades in the
commande
that time.
r
of
the
ed the keystone of one of Mur- Calloway County. At noon a boun- bunder for comfort and conven- Calloway
Post of the American heated races were held in some
Mr Lassiter was a member of
He is a young man of exceeding- history of the graduate school. He rays
outstanding
teams.
liels tiful luncheon was served under ience.
The counting of balLegion, announces this week that districts.
was offered considerably more by
the Missionary Baptist Chgrch of ly engaging
personality, energy
brother now lies Ill at the hos- 'the shade of the giant shade trees
he has a limited number of appli- lots was completed Monday with
Kitchen Is Historic
the Danville school authorities but
Murray. Throughout-Mg -life he and ability as well
that have so generously shaded the
as an outstandpital.
commissioners.
An especial attraction of the cation blanks for ex-service men election
Deputy
was
neereplary
Christian ing student. • In- hie undergieskiaie refused to accept for the differold lawn for three generations.
building is the old kitchen with to apply for emergency conserve- Sheriff J. I. Fox, 'Mrs. M. 0.
Mr. Peeeti engaged in the .reitt.._ Atter
first
character. He was a man of even days at Centre
dinner
the
old-fashio
College. Mr. San- me*
ned it's original cherry
Denville tiurant business in Murray for
Wrather and Miee Eva Grey Ward
mantel. From tiqn work.
board againetreeed•
temper and sunny. disposition with ford was an "A"
raised itsThe
bid and the'
parlor was filled with guests who
student throughconducting the coenting.
the kitchen a stairway leads down
salary inducement was such that some, time. where he made many joined in
always a word of friendliness and out and upon
These
positions
are
open
unto
singing a number 'of
graduation there in
into a stone floored and stone employed ex-servic
Mr. Sanford felt thatlhe could not friends in all sections of the cows- songs accompani
The districts with returns for
cheer for all whom he met. He 1922 he was given
e men only.
ed by the old orhis diploma
ty. After
walled haserhitsit. At the entrance Ma-Mood- pointed
turn it down.
took an interest in all Sings bene- with one of the
444•
434
"
"
i
tb•
'
e
re
eret-that it is each candidate are:
gah in the torner. Barber Edhighest ranks in
Sanford
been
extremely
engaged
he
ih the mail order toof this stairway hung an old Can- not necessary for
Almo, Jeff Edwards, 51: Blakely,
ficial to his community and his the history of that
has
a veteran to be
wards and Ibry Palmer favored the
famous school,
teen brought home fronesthe 'Civil a member of the
active in church, community and bacco business.
neighbors and was always fore- more than 119 years old.
American Legion R. L. Donelson, 2; Coldwater'. W.
group with vocal duets and with
During athletic
War by Will Hamlin on his re- to be 'considered
He is survived ley his broken- arrangeme
circles as well as in edumost on the moral side of public his Centre days. Mr.
for this work. P. Sledd. 80. W. F. Hargrove, 3/1;
nts of quartets from
Sanford was
turn. It was interesting to recation. He is a member of the hearted young wife, who was Miss among the
issete. Hie _influence was wide the editor of the
.41M2 11-ellntS will please call on Mr. Elm Grove. L. U. _elate. 19; Edge
many good !ringers in
school paper,
call in this connection that grand- Hood at his_ office
boards of stewarts and treasurer of Laurine outland, daughter of Mr. the crowd.
with friends and acquaintances in -The Cento". a leading
in the court Hill, John Windsor, 26. Elmus. TyIvan McCuiston kept mother
member of
Hamlin on bidding her house.
ler. le; Flint, W. B. Suiter. 22, S.
the First Methodist Church, a and Mrs. L. D. Outland, •before things lively
all walks of life.
SK. Sigrna iklpha Et:onion
with
his string sons goodbye
fraternity
for army service
M. Brittain, 4. H. Boggess, 1: FaxHe was a member of a large and one of the outstanding leaden member of the Young Business her marriage and their young band.
The American Legion. however,
told them, "Don't come home with
Men's Club, where he has taken son, Dallas T., one year old; his
on, Joe S. Colson, 45; Green
family
and
leaves
took the initiative in creating
numerous,on the campus.
"Uncle
Pink
Plays
the
Violin
a
hole in your back-face the
parmats,-Mr. and Mrs. Tom Doran,
in active lead.
Plains, W. G. Scarbrough, 13;
nephews and nieces in addition to 'He is an amateur
A very remarkable situation was enemy!" And,it was in this base- these positions for veterans and Grindstone.
musician of
He and Mrs. Sanford will re- four miles west of Murray; one
Roy Hamlin, 25, J. W.
his daughter. Mrs. Anlin Bran- note, and Sa the
restrictin
g
them
former
to
service
observed
in
that
differseveral
at
author of a fra- turn to Murray at the eitel-t
ment that Geurillas made a nosWinceagters 19.
the sister. Mrs. Lottye Doran Sum- ent
don. Fulbright, Texas, and two ternity song, music
men.
timer
throughou
t the day dif- torious raid and confiscated $800.00
for which was summer session at the Univereff mers.. Floridal-Mgr two brothers,
- Guntere F11, Herman Hill, 38,
y
sons. Albert Lassiter. Murray mer- written by his mother,
Mrs. D. P. to visit their parents, Mr. and Mrs: Clifton and A. F. "Bub" Doran. ferent persons and groups of per- that had been _Placed in hiding by
Herman Holland, 37, D. M. Parks,
chant and A. B. Lassiter, well- Sanford, Milburn,
20; Independence. J. A. Chapman,
D. P. Sanford. Milburn, and Dr. He was a member of the Lynn sons were making music and it grandmother Hamlin.
known farmer, just east of. tors
Mr Sanford has many friends
was recalled that the Hamlin fam34; Kirksey, Ed Palmer, 17; Marand Mrs. C. E. Howard. Benton, Grove Methodist church.
The outside walls of the house
I
" Mr. Lassiter particularly had and admirers in Danville but the and
ily has been a noted family of still
tires Chapel. E. L. Richardson. 6.
friends here, before moving
stand almost intact • against
A huge throng of relatives end musicians.
warm friends in the ministry and attention of the superintendent of to
' An outstanding mus- the ravages
X'T.' Pane& 3: Maiory. Rice FuDanville.
Many friends are friends gathered at the First Bapof
the
.element's
six took part in the funeral ser- schools was recently directed to
Buster Gallion. 27 years of age. trell. 29, A. B. Jewell. 11:
congratulating him on his deserved tist Church at four o'clock Sun- ical feature was the rendition of throughout the century. The brick
Outland.
vices which were conducted St him by virtue of his outstanding
promotion but many expressions day afternoon to pay the last several numbers on his old violin for this wall was burned on the is being held by Calloway authosi- ,O.olin Cohoon. 50, Claude Miller,
urday afternoon from the First work on his Master's degree at the of regret
by
Uncle
Pink
McCuiston
ties
for
.
Lebanon.
Mo.. officers. 28, G. C. Vinson. 24; Pottertown,
are being voiced at Mr. tributes of love and affection at
Hamlin farm. The original plan
Baptist Church. Murray. in the University of Kentucky. On final and
Mrs. Sanford's leaving Mur- the funeral services. The rites ,Uncle Pink is the oldest Con- of the building provided for a Gallion is wanted on several felony J. D. Roberts, 5: Pleasant Grove.
examinations, Mr. Sanford received ray.
presence of a large crowd.
charges in that state Sheriff Carl It L Parker, 12; Palestine,
,
Niuewere conducted by the 'Rev. J. E. federate Veteran living in Callo- porch with large pillars and woodKingins states. Gallion was ar- ray Ross. 25, Calvin
Those assisting the pastor, tilt"
Billington,
Skinner and
the Rev. 0. A. way County. He was his jolly work of'Cherry wood. The wood rested
here
Saturday
Rev. J. E. Skinner were Rev. A.
night
by
old
10.
self
to
all
the
visitors
and as was being dried in the kiln and
Marrs. Burial was in the city
Musical Program At
'
E. Lassiter, Paducah; Rev. R. F.
the 88-year-old musician drew his caught fire and burned. The porch Deputy Sheriff Ira Fox. He was
Russell's Chapel, W. Y. Russell,
Collett* Friday Morning cemetery.
Gregory, Rev. J. H. Thurman. Rev.
bow across the quaint old violin was never eonstructed. Many of sought by Calloway officials for 4/, J. M. Lawrence, 18, C. E. WalThe pall-bearers were:
N. S. Castleberry, , Benton. and
he brought to the ears and hearts the cone-shaped brick intended several months as he was known ker, 0; Shiloh, J. 'M. Perry, 11;
A musical program for the cobActive: J. B. Wilson. Lavern* af his listeners, the joys and
have relatives here and to make Stone, T. A. Winchester. 27,
Relatives at Benton have ofPresiding Elder Wells Lassiter of
ten- for use in the pillars are - yet about to
Gory
his home here at intervals. Gal- Hurt, 28; Utterback,
the ,Lexington district. Lexington, fered a $100 reward for informa- lees chapel how' has been
Purdnsn •dier aelnarfes of .the -years
etie
eeld
J. Is Mahan,
apel
some
of
Diennare
SW
yard
t3
gutianci G
Thom
e&
lion
as
was
Redd
W
implicated
il'
Hillman
en.
Tenn.
in the robbery 4; Vancleave, Guy Downs, 53, E.
by. Uncle Pink's 'father helped to used to mark the old driveway
tion leading to the finding of ned for Friday morning with Miss
Burial was in the Lassiter Grave- Herman Smith,
F
elitabeth McSwaih, Paris, Tenn. Thurman, Ted Ross, Wilbert Out- build the old home almost 100 which was a semi-circle through of the Mayfield postoffice several B. Brandon, 51. Herbert Miller, 48.
shell - shocked
yard. this county.
.
years ago and he takes great pride a lane of cedars leading up to the years ago. He was formerly a
veteran Of the world war who Miss McSwain is a talented musician land.
Honorary:
Geo. Hart,
Wells in ownership of this landmark of front door for convenience in car- resident of Cottage Grove. Tenn.
walked away feom the horTe of and has many admirers here. She
Purdom, H. T. Waldrop, C. A. sturdy pioneer thrift and
. Gallion
to Missouri
manual riage travel of the day.
his father, H. B. Smith, veteran is a graduate of theeChicago.Conwasle taken
s
Hale. R. H. Falwell Sr., T. H. art.
Wednesday by offerers.
Benton merchant. Tuesday morn- servatory of Music. The public
"Aunt
Belle"
McCuiston
Present
Stokes, John Rowlett, Robt. S.
House Built- in '39
ing and has not been/ seen since. Is cordially invited and many MurThis old mansion and the lives
ray music loveri are expected to Jones, Wade Crawford, Marvin
The old Hamlin house was con- of the famous
Hamlins who enSmith is 41 yeare old, five feet attend.
Whitnell. Carlos Elkins, T. Sledd structed about 1839.
It was built joyed, its comforts in days gone
and nine incited in heighth and
Jr.
by David and Billie Brewer. All by provides
City Accepts Loan and Grant
a day of delightful
weighs only 105 pounds.
He
of the woodwork was carved by study in
Grand jury Will Be Called on wore
Contract of P. W. A.; Several
local history for the
a ten coat and tan trousers
SOUTH HOWARD TEAM
Monday. August 6th; Petit
The funeral' of Mrs. A. S. Greif
Weeks to Be Required.
guests who gathered. Chief among
but tkpy do not match. He was
TO PLAY PINE BLUFF
Jury Called Aug. 7th.
the guests and linking the past to of New Yoek City, was helk Tuesended and wearing dark sunDrainage
day,
July 10. at Paducah. Ky.
The Murray city council accept
the present in a delightful and
glasses.
.The South Howard baseball team
Mrs. Grell was a native Ken-' ed the loan and grant contract of
The jury list for the August term
charming manner was "Aunt Belle"
Wednesday's
rain was
He
fairly
has
been
a
patient
at
the
will
U.
meet
Pine
Bluff Friday in an
of the Calloway County Circuit
McCuiston, Mrs. McCuiston iss'91 tuckian, and was well known and the P. W. A. for funds for the
general and fell in heavy down- effort to win
its third' game. Satcourt has been drawn. The grand S. Veteran's hospital, Lexington,
Work on the Murray drainage years old and still active.. It was much loved by many of our Mur- purchase and developing of the
pours
in
many
sections.
but
was
Reports
brought
home
for
a visit
urday, Murray
defeated
jury Will be called Monday, August
South project is expected to begin next an inspiration to all psesent to ray people, quite a large delega- Murray Sewerage system at a
by his sister, Mrs. Clint Fields, from several sections indicate that Howard, 12 to 3. Brown pitched
8, and the petit jury will be irnweek, H. C. Broach, supervisor see her enjoy the occasion and to tion of whom attended the ser- special meeting last Friday night.
the rain was more or less general. well for the losers
but was poorly for the work states. The drainage have her present as hit eye-witness vices. Bro. E B. Motley officiated,
panelled- Tuesday. August 7.
The council authorized by ordinFrom the Concord- section, farm- supported.
pallbearers were her ance the isstiance of $83.000 in
Grand Jury
project was started under the T. to tell the stories that have the -and- the
ers report a heavy downpour and
Saturday, the South !Howard V. A as a malaria control
• 0.,Armstrong, Leroy Cooper,
project„ old mansion and the Old Hamlin Murray relatives and friends: J. bonds for the funds for the profrom Murray to Hazel was, re- team
will _play on en__
J. N. Reed, Q. T. Settler,
ject...and 117.0e(l.will be included
.The council recently -named Tifi.
shleCoistost neighborhood of R Qlsesen Warren 5WanEl., _
- tcr have- reretved Yilte
s Moore, M. G. Parker. Wilson FarBroach superviSO‘ Labor for the North Concord for their setting: Swartn, H. P. Wear, Harding C. in the grant through the P. W. A.,.,
rain as did the west side,of the
Engineers have made surveys
ley. H. ,B. Fulton. Van L. Clark,
project will be furnished by the
Others among the guests present Williams. R. M. Pollard, Diltz
county to Lynn Grove.
Holton, and Godwin Humphreys. and studied the system and their
Herman Cathy., Ogie Greenfield,
K. E. R. A. and six weeks is ex- were:
James Fouch was given a 'hearReports, however, were that but
Latnon Falwell.- •
work. is expected to be complete
pected to be required to complete
ing in Marshall county court last little rain fall near cherry and
Mrs. Sarah Parker, Route Three,
wi Liu .the-next-few weeks.'how=
Chas. R.- Johrietni. Alsey Cooper' Wednesdey on a' charge
the projects which are on the two Kirkland, Texas, Mrs.
with rob- other dry spots have been reMaude Brasever, actual construction will ,not
Clareece Stubblefield, Robert Lax. bery. Fouch's bond
streams that pass through Murray. well Prince. and
was set at ported near -Lynn Grove.
Miss
Mary
KathThe
Among the former students and 'Laborers are not to exceed $4.80
begIn• for several weeks yet as
Dewey C. Jones, A. 0. Butter- $300 to await the
ryn Prince:- Of Kuttawa, Ky.. Mr.
action of the heavy shower, needless to say, teachers
of Murray State College per week and consequently workroutine procedure is necessary
worth. W. L. Morton, B. F. All- grand jury. Gilbert
and Mrs. Ibry Palmer, Mr. and
Lamb. held was worth much to Calloway crops who
are attending George Peabody men will receive only one or two
ender the P. W. A. contract.
britten. Lee H. Gingles. Muncie on a joint charge
FRANKFO
RT,
Ky..
Mrs.
Ibry
July
Palmer.
12
was released. in the sections touched.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
, College for the summer are: Coach days each
The question of purchasing and
Steely. • E. Errett Grogan. I. .L. The two were charged
Week. Only those on Joe Hargrove and son, Joseph; Because, he said, he believed his
with strikJohn Miller, freshman athletic direct relief and in dire need
Barnett.
ing Lewis Ross and taking $15
Mr. and Mrs. Norvie Riley, Mr. action to be "to the best interest extending the Murray sewerage
coach, who is now .on a leave of will be employed.
Petit Jury
from his person Saturday night,
and Mrs. Montie McCuiston, Mrs. of the state." Gov. Ruby Laffoon system has been before the Murabsence; W. C. Inman, who taught
ray council for several months.
R. B. Mathis, J. N. Treas. C. R. June 7.
The incident occurred
M. D. • Holton, Dr. P. A. Hart and late today vetoed the act of the
In
Murray State one Summer term
'Orr. 0. L .Broach. Refus A. near Eggner's 'Ferry bridge
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Mrs. Hart and Master Jim Hart; recent special session of the Gen- Application was made to the C.
after
and is now superintendent of the
W. A. last year but the CWA was
' Rhea, R.' S. :Elkins, D. M. potts. Ross had hired Sam Kelly to
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Doores and eral Assembly that would have
take
public graded scheteresof Paris.
Sunday: Sunday School opens family; Ed Lovins,
L. D. Solman, C. Glen Harris.
increased the whisky production discontinued before the project
Acie Edwards. 83 years of age,
him home and Fouch and Lamb
Mr.
and
Mrs.
was approved and accepted.
B W. Story. G. R. Hargrove, accompanied them.
died at the county farm Saturday, Tenn.; E. Filbeck, former Murray promptly at 9:30 A. M. with train- Raymond
Hamlin. Miss Myrtle tax from five cents to ten cents
Oscar S Jones, C. F. Evans. ParJuly 14. following an extended College Latin teacher; Miss Mil- ed teachers in charge of classes Outland', Miss Julia McCuiston, a gallon.
dred Graves, Murray, and Helen for all ages-Dr.
vin Blaylock. Joe A. Morgan, M.
H. M. McElrath, Mrs. Selma McCuiston. Mr. and.
Mr. Edwards had been
Mayor W. S. Swann and George Illness.
Houton, Paris, Tenn., former stu- superintendent.
E. Wall, R. M. Miller. W. C. Os- Hart attended the ceremony
The
an
inmate
Training Mrs. Randolph Braswell, Mr. and IMES APPOINTED COLONEL
of
the
county
farm
for
and
dents;
and
Charles
Todd,
Madisonborne.
Union meets at 6:45 P. M.-R. W. Mrs. Irvin McCuiston
qlaque dedication in honor of sometime and had been in ill
, Mr. and
ville,
Ky.,
and
Jesse
Holland, Churchill, superintendent.
N. H. Wicker, Craig T Outland, Highway Comieissioner Tom
The Mrs. J. A. Ellison, Mr. and Mrs.
ALMO, jty., July 18-ISpecial)
Rhea health about two years. Burial Murray, graduates of
Murray pastor will be in his pulpit at both
kelsie Peeler lost about MO
Otho J. Glendenon, W. A. Ross, at Russellville today.
was at the county farm Saturday.
Christopher - McCuiston, Mr. Her- -J. M, Imes of Almo. has been
State.
hilitirs-11 A. M.• and -7:45:i17-14. bert McCuiston
rounds of tobacco last Tuesday
, R. A. Owen, H. G. Gingies, Lewis
, Mr. and Mrs. appointed Aide-de-Camp on the
morning. The tobacco was reTuesday:
H. Seamans_ John M. Emerson, R
The Woman'a, Mis- Max B. Hin't.11,11d daughter, petal- Governors staff with the
PRESBYTERIAN NOTES
rank moved
sionary Society will meet as usual dine.
during, the night from the
le Brandon.
and grade of Colonel.
Peeler barn. East of Dexter,' and
at 2:30 P. M., Mrs. W. T. Sledd,
John H. Peterson, Gus Robert-B, Ellison, Mr. John
Dr. J. C. Barr, minister to the
president.
son, M. F. Graham, Tom W. Nes:
Braswell, Mrs. Ada Smith, Miss It Pans to Read the Clamitieds was from last year's crop. Paul
Murray Presbyterian Church, has
Hill and Zelner Ross, of that vi-Wednesday: Prayer meeting at Hilda McCuiston
'hitt, Noble Fuqua. Pettie WorkFrequently someone brings
been invited to attlend the con; Macon and Pat
Monroe Scott received painful 7:45 P. M. will be
cinity were arrested and given exman, C E Clark, Homer Chester, Iii a personal or news note to
conducted
by
McCuiston
,
Mr.
ference of University pastors in injuries Wednesday wheq
Barber 'Edwards,
the car Dr. M. E. Wooldridge and will be Edwin
amining trial Wednesday afternoon.
Ben' Cain.
The Ledger & Times office and
Clayton Doores, Mint Fay
the Chicago Theologleal Seminary, owned and driven by
R. B. Hole 'followed by the Quarterly Work,
Ross was released and Hell was
inquired how much it will cost
Smith,
Mr. Tremon
July 30 to August 4, Inclusive, land left the highway
McCuiston
,
at a culvert ers•Council of the Sunday School.
held to the grand jury. A porMETHODIST CHURCH
to have the same inserted.
Mr. Ovil McClure, Miss Opal McDr. Barr will accept the invita- on a levee near Concord
Wednes- A cordial invitation is extended
tion of the tobeeco was recovered
The Ledger & Times desires
Clure,
.
Mr.
Clayborn
tion.
McCuiston
,
day
IF
morning. Stitches were taken to all to ,-Come.
ANYONE
Sunday School at 9:45.
to state that no charge are
Worship and Mr. Richard Hamlin. Misses LOVerle
-Elopes
In Holland's itp, scalp, and fore- They."
'Worship and sermon
all A. NU made on personal* or news
and Lavell McClure, Mr. Joe WinA. B. Keeler, head of-the Church head., Holland escaped
-Dies
with only
Subject of sermon: "What is
notes, of any • kind and that Extension Departmen
J. E. Skinner, Pastor chester, Mr. Dillard Elkint, Mr.
t, who was in bruises. The car was badly wreck-Gets Married
World:.
these are more than appreciRight- With the
Billie Darnell, Mr. Chas. E. BrasMurray June 28. indicated that he ed, turning over and tearing
-Has Guests
down
ated. It Is Impossible for this
ALMO CIRCUIT' 'Evening worship 7:45.
,
il, Jr.: Mrs. Flora *ate:yell,
was highly pleased with progress the front wheels.
-Hal, a Party
Don -Phillips and Teetum WinYoung People's meeting 7 RM. paper ttentaintain a foree large
Misses Nora and Nora Pearl Brasbeing made in this community
-Goes Away
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Sunburst vs Rexall
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Jones vs Parker
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DEPRECIATION: The engineers
of Putatic Works;
Vandevelde vs Jones
scores.
loyalty. No one makes any profit
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Hatcher
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Vandy
49 17 27 :551
i have' figured depreciation on disTuesday. August 28
out of the play. All net proceeds
NOW, THEREFORE, the Board
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posal plant and outfall sewer at
HASE
Parker vs Bluebird
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--- WITH
games of the first half. Vendee fr.• Russell, Rexall
Section 1. That it is necessary depreciation
THE PROVISIONS OF
strated
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that he is doubtless the
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Vandevelde vs Model
throughout.
CHAPTER 92 or THE 1930 ACTS that a municipal sewer system be
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OF KENTUCKY, AS AMENDED. ray by the purchase of_the exist- necessary. The
disposal plant will
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Resat' vs Bank
nightca
p
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Bluff proved better
were much smaller, reflecting the R. Fair, Parker
WHEREAS, under the provisions ing system of the Murray Sewerage have to be replaced.
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Vandevelde vs Parker
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with
of Chapter 92 of the 1930 Acts of Company and the construction of
For further details, see report of
for the Bank, a rare thing in the
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Saturday night, the two winners
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improvements Chester Engineers now
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time
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sprinkled
through the
the first day of the regular August Y. Covington.
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John Weatherly and Neale; Carr, Valentine.
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to that end proposes to purchase issued against said sewer system
term of Calloway Circuit Cottre J. C. Calls1SIM
l'heureshcl •Anky 12
Freed Cothsm,
MoJel ve.lbsebfrrt
the present system of the Murray and the extensions and improveat 1 o'clock or thereabout, upon a
New players drawn Wednesday
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Sewerage Company for the price ments to be made thereto; in the
credit of six months, the following
Jones Drug rather upset the dope night were tried out for the first
Vandevelde vs Bank
hereinafter set out, provided it can manner set out in said Ordinance
described
property, 'being
and by defeating George Hart's young time in these games and it was the
Jones vs Parker
finance such project in a manner No. 52; and all of the provisions
lying in Calloway County,- Ken- team in the final,
15-2. The young concensus of the fans that the
Monday, July 23
of said ordinance relating to said
authorized by law; and
tucky, towit:
Bankers were unable to do much Bank of Murray did the best with
Sunburst vs Model
"Whereas, said city proposes to bond issue: the amount, terms,
First Tract: Being a part of the with Purdom
its
new
and
young
pony
infield of
Bluebird vs Resell
Outlsind's offerings,
have certain investigations, surveys denominations, maturities, interest southw
est quarter of Section 2, getting only six
Wells, Miller, and Charles Jones.
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and estimates made of the cost of rate, payments, amortizations. col- Township
1,
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Range
lads
3
East.
scooped up everything
BeginAfter a fruitless first round. the
Bank vs Parker
extending, completing and improv- lections and disposal or sewer ning at
a
stake
and
in
hit
the
well.
Murray and
Morris Weeks kept
Vandevelde vs Sunburst
ing the present system of said Mur- revenue, liens, defaults, contin- SoYdsville
the Rexalls away from the ,plate
Public Road. at the
Thursday, July 26
ry Sewerage Company, and of the gencies,- and all other • terms and point whete
until the sixth and the final score
said road intersects
Jones vs Bluebird
ibility of obtaining the finance condition of said Ordinance whet- the East bounda
was 6 to 4.
ry line of ike
Model vs Rexall
with which to purchase and extend eoever relating to same. are here- southwest quarter
Dr. Russell pitched for the Drugof Section 2,
Friday. July 27
said system; by reason of which in- by adopted and made a part here- Township I. Range
gists after the second and was
3 East, and in
Jones vs Sunburst
vestigations, surveys and estimates of as fully as if specifically set J. B. Stark's
not scored upon. The game was
Northeast corner;
Model vs Bank
said city will incur Considerable out herein.
runs thence North, with the Quarplayed in forty minutes, one of
Monday, July 30
Section 4.
That immediately ter section line
expense;
the snappiest of the season.
sixty-three (63)
Bluebird vs Vandevelde
after the adoption of this ordinance
poles to the northeast corner of the
_ "Now. Therefore, for and in eon.Rexall
0 0 0 0 0 1 3-4
Rexall vs Parker
sideration -of said surveys and esti- there shall be published in the southwest quarter of
Bank
Section. 2;
2 4 0 0 0 0 x-6
Tuesday, July 31
mates and investigations, made Ledger & Times, a weekly news- thence West, with the
Vandevelde. like Rexalls, made
Quarter
Tarker vs Model
and to be 'made by said city, in paper published .at 'Murray. Ken- Section line eighty-five (85)
a last Minute bid that fell short.
poles
Bluebird vs Bank
tucky. pursuant to the pro-Woes
consideration
of
the
payment
to a stake in the Quarter Section
The Plumbers tied the score in
- Thursday, August 2
fur said city , to said Murray of 'Section 2741 1-25, a statement line; then South. sixty-seven (67)
they first of the seventh but ParSunburst vs Rexall
Sewerage Company of the sum setting aut the agreement of pur- poles, more or less, to the
ker Garage had little difficulty in
northVandevelde vs. Jones
of Ten Dollars ($10.00) in cash, re- chase as represented by saisi op- west corner of a, three and one-hal
counting the winning run in the
f
Friday, August 3
ceipt of which is hereby acknowl- tion and this ordinance, and set- (31,4) acre tract of land belongi
last half. Dr. Smith was rather
ng
Parker vs Bluebird
edged, and for other good and val- ting out the purchase price, inter- to P. R. Rogers; thence East
wild
and
was
fortytouched for 10 hits.
Sunburst vs Bank
uable considerations, the said Mur- est rate, condition of plant, and three and one-half (431
though several of them were pretty
/
2) poles
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ray Sewerage Company does here- the possible depreciation and re- with the North boundary line of
scratch
y.
Vandevelde vs Model
by give and grant unto said City of pairs thereto: and the Mayor and said three and ohe-half (31
Yarbrough's wildness cost him
/
2)
Jones vs Revell
'Sidney the right and option to pur- City Clerk are hereby authorized acre tract, to the northeast corner
the game as he held the hard-hitTuesday', Aupeit 7
e chase, at any time within twelve -and directed to have such publi- of said three and one-half (31
ting Greasers to eight blows.
/
2)
Resell vs Bank r/
months from the date hereof, for cation made.
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Vandevelde
Vandevelde v1-Parker
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. At All Times
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2) poles to the beginning,rtobRank vs Jones
America, as contemplated by OrALL RINDS OF BEER
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and intangible, including all sewer
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acted, and the right of the -council
Second Tract: Being a part of
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the
Township 1, Range 3 East. desand equipment. aid all other propVandevelde vs Bank
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the cribed as fdllows: Beginning at a
erty whatsoever belonging to said Mayor
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at the northeast corner of
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and in bank and accounts and bills Murray
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Sewerage Company of the thence. West,
Drive out-Plenty of Parking
with the Quarter
receivable.
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City's acceptance of said option
Space
Section Line, twenty-eight (28)
'Bank vs Parker
"This option shall expire on the and its
election to purchase there- poles
to
a
stake;
thence South
21st day of November, 1914. unless under.
•
-twenty-two and twelve-fourteenths
said optiopee. City of Murray, shall
This ordinance shall take effect
.
1
22 12-14) poles to a stake; thence
Norge gives you lower
on or before such day give notice from aid after
its adoption and F-ast twenty-eight (28) poles
to a
in writing of its acceptance there- publication,
cost refrigeration. And,
according to law.
stake in the Quarter section line;
of and of its.election to purchase
Adopted. this 17th day of July.
becauseit is better refrigthence North
twenty-two
and
said property on said terms:, in 1934,
eration, it enables you to
twelve-fourteenths s22 12-14), poles
which case the sale shall be comW. S. SWANN.
to the beginning, cohtaining four
save on food'costs in
pleted, the purchase money paid,
Mayor
(4) acres. more Or less.
•
and a deed and bill of sale, trans- Attest:
many ways.•Every day
The two tracts contain in the agferring said propert.
y to . the opChas. B. Grogan,
you
put off owning Rolgregate
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wo
one-hal
and
f
tionee, shall be executed sind deCity Clerk
lator Refrigeration you
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/
2) acres, more or less and are
livered by the proper officers of
NOTICE OF PURCHASE OF
the same lands that were deeded
deprive yourself of consaid Sewerage Company.
MURRAY SEWERAGE SYSTEM
to Thomas F. Hughes by deed of
'This option shall not 'be assignveniences, more wholeNotice is hereby given that the J.
A. Carlton, dated October 2,
able.
Board of Council of the City of 1926.
on the banks of the Tennessee River and Scykens Creek
some food, actual dalof record in Book 52, page
.
"Signed and delivered pursuant Murray. Ky., propose
Plenty of eats and cold drinks. Plenty of room, either
s to purchase 265, records of Calloway County,
)as
and
cents
saving
s.
to a resolution ot the Board of for the City the entire sewera
hills or bottoms. All in timber, no dust, but lots of good
ge Kentucky.
'Come .in today. cilip
_ Directors of the Murray Sewerage system of the Murray Sewerage
For the purchase price the purshade.
ompany, duly authorized thereun- Company, pursuant
to the contract chaser must execute bond with Yaw can buy a Neer;for
as little 4.
o by written consent of the stock- represented by the option set out approved securiti
_DRIVEYOUR CAR ONTO THE GROUND. -WEes, bearing leeel
ARE
holders, this November hat, 1933. In the foregoing ordinance
FIXING THE ROAD TO IT.
and' interest from the day of sale unTzemon Beale. President
said ordinance accepting same, in- til paid, and having
the force and
J. D. Sexton. Secretary ' cluding all property mentioned effect of
As far as we know Mr. T. O. Turner will have charg, — •
a judgment
Bidders
e of
There's nothing that tastes so good
STATE OF KENTUCKY
and covered by said option;
the
speaking for the'
will be prepared to comply promday, probably with Hon. W. V. Gregon a hot day as a cone
SS
PURCHASE PRItit That the ptly with these terms.-Geor
or a sundae made with that good
ory and other speakers interested in Aurora Dam.
ge
S.
VELVET ICE CREAM. Made
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
purchase price of said sewerage Hart, Master Commissioner
.
of pure rich cream and the very
bested* natural flavorings,
We mean to have music and singing if possib
"1, L. L. Dunn, a Notary Public system is Twenty-Four Thousand
le.
the
state
and
VELVET I. all a fine ice cream rifidtuld be.
for
county
and
Dollars
in
- (624,000.00) in cash.
GRAVKVARD CLEANING
At all the better soda
pator
Location only four miles from Centierville bridge; just
aforesaid. certifia4hat the f regoINTEREST RATE: Since the
fountains..for home deliveries call
34.
ing.optiortfrorp.tbe.biligray
across
the river from Ft. Henry battlefield. Boat riding
wer- purchase is for cash, there wilt be
Those interested in the New
,
age company to the C'
good sand bar for bathing.
f Mur- RO interest on deferred obliga- Concord Graveyard are asked
to
fay was this day pr uced to Me tions for the purchase price. Sewer be present Saturday, July
22, to
If you bring your dinner we will have plenty
in my office by Tremon Beale, Revenue Bonds, however, will be work on the grounds. Bring tools
of tables
PHONE 107
for
President, and J. D. Sexton, Secre- issued to provide funds with which and he prepare
your use. Plenty of fish with a good way to cook
d for this goodly
Open Evenings
ASK 'YOUR DEALER OR PRONE
them.
make the
tary, of the Murray Sewerage Com- to
purchase. These service.
34
pany, and was by each of them ac- bonds will bear interest at four
Murray, Ky.
PHON
E 34
LESLI
E
knowledged, in his official (*pact- per cent (4%) per annum, payable
DICK, Manager
Reed the Classified Column.

ORDINANCE NO. 53

ty, to be his act and -tieed.
"Owen uhder soy hand and seal,
this 21st day of November, 1933.L. L. Dunn, Notary Public. My
comralision expires ditty 8, 1937"
(SEAL)

VANDY, JONES WIN
FIRST.GAMES AGAIN

LYNI"GRO
- YE, PINE
BLUFF WIN TILTS

Shorts and Shots
in Softball Sphere

Softball 'Schedule I
for Last Half

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Bt

NO BCE

STARTS SAVING

The day you buy it!

RK
19c
14c
10c
25c
25c
23c
$1.00

COLD BEER

WHY

PUT OFF THAT DAY

25c

27c
LB. 23
,
35,
25t
27c

Bar-B-Q
Best Veal Hamb. 5c
SCOTT'S PLACE

ALL DAY OUTING SATURDAY
JULY 28
—AT-

OLD FORT HYMON

Make Mine VELVET

dr

23`
. 25c
Ie

214

ka
Peas,

ICE CREAM

10 per cent down

NORGE

RILEY RADIO CO.

VELVET ICE CREAM CO.
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rag roots where five tables were were peanut whose
Phone 39E4, Nettie
names were Dr. And Mrs. Mama Arad
placed for bridge.
be held with Mrs riniS
nut listed.
OUtli9d• tier husband who s now SO Years joy was in doing for others.
tiseghter. "upturn trilby
Mgt score prize was woo by
Each OM left wishing Mr. Gooch
and three sons, Rob of
Miss Suzanne Snook and second many more happy
Dr. and Mrs W. H. Ham and Twins Celebrate 55th
birthilars.
- lleyrisond of Mont Ti...
high by Mrs. .W J Caplinger.
Birthday
Opreciation
At 3:30 o'clock Mr. and Mrs- Patricia returned to Monty !ma
and tapart, Om Francisco, Calif.;
Following the game, a lovely. John Gooch and
Mrs. W H. Miller and Mrs_ H. L. three
son. Billy. and their Washington trip last Friday.
slaters, Mar W.. C. Coleman,
wish
we
to express our dee
plate lunch was served.
Taylor Gooch returned to their They attended the golden vend- Willoughby celebrated their Mtn and ildIMIM Miniguerins and Grace appreciation to
the
physicia
Bridge guests were:
home di East St. Louis. also Mr. ding anniversary -of Mr& Mason's birthday at the home Of the lat- Grace- Givens, all of Louisville. nurses, minister
s, and our frlen
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger. Mrs. A. L and Mrs. Stanley Gooch
ter,
las%
Sunday
. July 13.- Many Ky., and noels at when could at- for .the love mid
sad chil- father and mother. Dra D. H. and
'sympathy man
Rhodes. Mrs. Robert Brooch, Mrs. dren to their home
relatives and- friends gathered Hi tend
at Bruceton. Loretta ISMS It Washington.
he fumed bemuse of illness, tested and the tender
Com for this page should. be submitted not latter than Tuesday
services re
Jack Farmer, Mrs B. F. Scheriffitis, Tenn.
This boldest "ridding proved to Sunday morning with baskets of and one brother, Barbour Givens, dered during the
afternoon each week.
recent 11the
•
Mrs. C. S. Lowry, Mrs. G. B.
food and nice gifts ,tor them_
be
an
ussisua
l
Plealde
ditatr__
In that o
nce, Irkaand death of our loved one.
i . • /mar, ,
- •,..1./..•a•••••.- •••••
Joon.' Agawam...or gonna
• Sit
Mem premid wow
E S. Diileend J1.Wit Skier Outing
1560 01 tar 11011111-30111 Dr.
Miditnrosseingas woe
Loretta
,-- Mrs. Cron! Doren 'arid So
loiett
16.
.
train Circle
and
be
Mrs.
Oscar'
Kress
Weathe
had
r- 'in Illutel Monday by Rev. J
tereallbt into the world
Miss Elaine Ahart Is Host •
Al Aurora
Mr and Mrs. T A Doran an
ford,
Suzann
Mies
e
Snook,
Hazel,
Meeta
NUM
Mr.
Tenwere
and
Mrs.
Tim Wisest.
present. Wediapaper reporters
At Dinner
family.
tile Breekinridge. Miss Illargaset
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Alexander. of the yasbhuiton papers and rep- Elliott, Murray, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Pallbearers were: Dtunas Clan:
The Erwin Circle of. the Mis- • Mtn Elaine Ahart was host at Campbell, -. Mrs. a O. langeli
L
Willoug
hby
Alm°.
and family. Mr• toe,. tyril Nix, Bill Wright, DelMr. tins! Mrs Denny Alex- resentatives
on,
of the
Associated
sionary Society met Tuesday after- a"six o'clock dinner Last Sunday WS. Wilburt Onfland. Mrs.
Geo. ander; and daughter Miss Dortha. Press were agreed that this was and Mrs. C. W. Williams and fam- vie lareptott Everard Mason, and
noon at the home of Mrs E. IV. evening 'm honor of her guest, Nam tern Marvin Fulton,- Mts. Mr. and
ily,
Mr.
and Mrs. Theron Elliott Rob Hicks Jr.
Mrs.
Curt Newscast. the largest gathering out side of
Overbey.
Mrs. Burrus Waters Mr. Amos Acree. of Dover. Tenn. Roy Stewart, Miss Roberta 'Whit- Ktrksey, enjityed an
and daughter, Bertrand. Mo.. Mrs.
The foligielag out of town visitouting and the iltdte House, that they had
chairman. presided and Mrs W.
Ival Elliott, Bertrand, Mo., Mr. and ors.
The color scheme of pink and nah, Miss Beatrice Frye, Mrs. Hat ash fry at Aurora last Friday. eass ia the capital City.
attended the funeral. Mrs.
AK day
W Mclarath led in the devotional green were used throughout the Ryan Jr.
Mrs. Rupert Harris and children. Barham (lifens Providence. Ky.,
The party visited the bridge and Wag lad well into the small
,
hegira Mr.
services. The circle was favored three course menu Pink gladioli
Tea guests were:
and Mrs. Rafe Willoughby, yrs. CO11111W
the site for the proposed Aura* of the..ntght the Doctors
INS Lester, Princeton,
Erase Mr.
with musical numbers by Mrs. were us- .eCian-sireenterprece.
Mrs. J. W. Carr, Mrs. Rob Mason, Dant
and
Mrs.
Almon
Willoughby KY., Mr. and Mrs. R B. Chrismant FOR SALE-goon oak lumb
were greeted by *oh neer Mewls
Roy Farmer and Mrs. Garnett
Later Mbinie evening an iced Mrs. R A. Johnston, Mist Desiree
and scores of tellierelin Trans all and son.
Henn , Tenn., Dr. Rob Mason, "cut to order'.. Sae us t
hank -tia. W. C. Bell led in course was 9erved.
Beale. Miss Mattie "Trouadate.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Frank laewrence Fred
Ifihray Football Captain
pens et the Uldlied Stites and a
prices. Orders filled prompt
Barber, and Mrs.
Max
Parer
and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Noble Churchill, Murray, Ky., Mr. and
Those preeent were:
of catilimpima f r o ra
J. R. Scott it Sons, Murray, K
Weds Shady Grove,pirl
Twelve members were present
Mr. Amos Acree, Lloyd Spice- IBethodlete hafey Ouligg
=
1
la forelita apiaries. All Hurt and son, Mr. _and Mrs. Has- Mrs. Robert Garrett, Bells, Tenn., Route 1.
and refreshments were served by land, Prentice Thornton. Pete
Another marriage has been add- the
Ano
he Waal'
l' et the beloved couple, sell Shelton and son. Mr and Mrs. Mrs. Amanda White, and Mrs.
About two hundred Und fifty atthe heat. The meeting was dis- Henson. Liscile Harris. Cornelia
Pints Weatherford and children. Delvin Langsto
to the ranks of the Murray who have go
n, ,Murray.
FOR RENT-six room house n
bath:14 served
tended
the
Methodi
st
miewel :by Mrs. Leslie Pundas. Spineless& and Elaine Ahart.
plank Fri- State College football teem which
i, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Law1 their team
college, See or call J. G. G
were
semiafterno
day
on
general chairman
rence and children, Mr. and Mrs
last year won the S. L A. A. chaingow. Phone 276.
awu• in_-14161MANL.
.)tligious osiisiaor-40mes-were
Russell
-Endander
-RiirTtiiiiien
Sehresier-Eisinger
gee,* Of their unbroken
joyed by -ydttne afte
elk*.
untied and undefeated with six married
Mr. and Mrs. _Clyde Phelps and
life. ,
Bray-Garland Wedding
FOR SALE-300 S. C. W.
An elaborate pieede sipper aad marriet_men
announ
cement
las
son. Mr. and Kra_ Cabs Hurt and
on the swat
•.• .
-horn hens, Hollywood
• ....•
str
seen i-Ved: here by relatives
of Vaughn WooclalL
Mrs. Roy Stewart and Mrs Car- baby. Mr. and Mrs. Ewin ThompTrances Adeline Williams was highly bred, no better
. Hist bride assentelleig*FHte Crit-. lisle 'Cutchin
son
asid
family;
The marriage of bliss
Mr.and
-Oda May
Mri.
Luborn at Newberg, Ky,, M17 12. mostly all one year old,
had bridge gueets at
Magazine Club To
Mr. and Mzs. Harold Hale
tendon Press.la Mies -Avalet Wood. the home of the
ther Bourland. Mr. Jim Lawrence, 1864, and
Bray to Bub Garland. of July 3,
latter Thursday
died July 13. 1934, in and nice-85c each or will sell
Schroeder
Meet July Belk
daughter of Mt. and Mrs. Lee afternoon.
Mr. and hire, W. H. Miller and Clay County
has been announced. The marriage
Hospital. Brazil, Ind.. as small lots as 25. T. E.
Announce the marriage
Wood of Shady Greve. The marchildre
took place in Metropolis, Ill.
n,
Ur.
and
Mrs.
Bride Wil- from
Following the game a lovely
injuries sustained in an Kinney, Hazel, Ky.. R. 3,
.Mrs. Ben Grogan will entertain riage
J
loughby. Mrs. Cattle Russell, Mr. automob
of their daughter
took. -pine June 30 the plate was served.
The bride is the daughter of
ile accident near there, a.
the Magazine Club, July 26. at Marion
Elizabeth Jane
and Mrs. Edd Holland.
Mr. and Mrs Gaylon Bray, of near
paper announced.
Mrs.
Those
present
week
earlier.
SALE-Sto
FOR
were:
re
the home of her sister,,Mrs. J. D. Woodal
house and I
to
l was formerly a student
Mr. and Mrs.' Hayden Morris,
Pine Bluff. The bridegroom is the
Mrs. E S. Diuguid, Jr., Mrs. K
Sexton on West Main Street
She spent her childhood and also dwelling house and lot; f
Mr. Frederick Lewis Etsinger
at Murray College. Woodall, a G. Carman
son of Amos Garland. of near
• • • • •
, Mrs. Herbert Mean:. Mrs_ Ada Lawrence, Mr. Billie young womanhood in the Eastern location for business. Mrs. 0.
tackle, received honorable men- non. Miss
On
Brandon.
The popular
young
Ruth Carman, Mrs. Williams, Miss, Louise Evans, Miss part of Calloway County, Ken. Wilson. Brown's Grove, Ky.
Miss Charlyene Dodd
Saturday June 23. 1934
tion on the all-S. I. A. A,. team Wells Purdom
Trixie Williams,.-Miss Robbie Wilcouple have many friends who
, Mrs. Will Whitnell,
Enterta
tuck, and in Southern Illinois.
ins
Alexandria. Va.
last year.
•
wish them happiness They will
ICE
CREAM
SUPPER--Che
Mrs, Herbert Stress, Mrs. A. L. liams. Miss Irene Billington, TerAt-Some
She was married to Joel F. schoolhouse Saturday night,
rell
-;Iniske their home near Brandon.
Roberts
'
.
Rupert
Young,
Alford
On Monday night Miss Charlyene
Rhodes, Mrs. Howard Allen, Mrs.
J
Boatwright October 16, 1884, this 21
fa 3rd St South East
• .•• • •
Music and fun for eve
Dodd entertained friencts with a Shower For Mrs. Reines Win
B. F. Scherffius, Mrs. C. B. Ful- Williams, Raymond Morris, Eura
year
being
Washing
their
anniver
50th
ton.
Thomps
sary.
D.
C.
on.
'Alfred
one.
Thompson.
party at her home on North Ninth
OrtIlla-diersseen
A delightful event of the "'past inn. Mrs. Walter Blackburn.
-Itisinger is the grand- street. Games were
Rudy
Barnett, Alvis
• •• ••
Colson, To this uhibn were born six chilWeddle( tlatarday
enjored -- by week was the househo
RENT-Business
FOR
&eh:
ld shower
daughter of Mr and Mrs B. F. all, after
Mrs.
Alexand
L.
B.
Buten
er, PaduBillingron, Carmon Gordon.
ork
Ri-11mChecrec;rdfiegbaVen.
The Erwin Cho* of II* 'lg. E.
Breford Miller, 'Lowell Walker, cah, Ky.; Mrs. E. S. Parham, Akins college addition, second doer
-Aisnenaminent. int.''been made Schroeder lad formerly lived-hare. served_ TAkr hours were from 1:50 honoring Mrs. Holmes Ellis. which Church will have
an tee *erne
was given by Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Buel Morris. Pete Jones. Otis Fol- Ohio; Mrs. W. L Nader, Wil- Murray Laundry, size 20x70
of. the marrige of Miss Martha She is a pretty blonde possessing to 9 o'clork
Paschall. The !awn of Their new supper July 27th on the...lawn Of well, B. 'Falwell
.1:Griffin to Wilburn Herndon, both a striking personality. and many
. Alvie Lovett, More, Ky., Mrs. 0. B. Guerin, Al- for rent garage apartments,
Those iiiresent were:
home was effectively decorated in Mrs. W. W. McElrath's from 5:30
•
aihey
of Alma, Ky. The marriage took talents.
William
s,
Wayne Dyer, ma Ky.. Rev. 0. H. Boatwright. lege addition, West Main.
Miss Ann Houston of Detroit, a color scheme
P .M. to 7:30 P. M. Mrs. Burris
of, pink. Sad white_
Ethridge. Tenn. and Mrs. Walter 0. W. Harrison,
Mr. Eismger is •a resident of Mich_ Miss
i; place in Metropola Ill. on SaturHafton
Tull,
Orvel
Walker,
Beckon
Waters is chairman of the circle.
Deena Jean Minis of The evening was
spent in music
Haten, Alliance. Ohio, all of
Washington, D. C And is con- Paducah.
Wells.
day. Jury
•
•••
Min Martha Jo Crass, and conversation.
WANTED-To buy saw logs,
The bride is the daughter of Mr. nected with the Washington Star. Miss Annie L. Gatlin,
Others came in the afternoon. whom survive her, besides one
W.
V.
Jeffrey
livered on our lot in
h
Miss BobHonore
d
The honoree was the recipient
brother
,
eleven
All
= Jack Griellst of Almo. and is a
grandch
left
ildren
wishing them many more
and Tel. 395-R,
bye Sue Bagwell. labs babe Hale. of a - number
'birthday
,
B. W. McC-as
of
lovely
a
'and
host
of
userelative
happy
s and friends.
gzaduate Of Alin° High School. Mies, Bartle Manor
birthdays.
•
Miss Martha Lockett, and Miss ful gifts,
Mgr.. Murray Stave Co. _ _ _J
Is Host
A delicious ice course
She professed faith in Christ
and passeeses many lovely qualMrs. W. V. Jeffrey and children
Charlye
ne
Dodd;
Feed_ldilton was Served to the
at an early age. .arid joined the GRAVEYARD -CLEANING
following gayeore.tigh fry in honor of WA.
ls that has endeared her to _At Bridge-Tea
end 4:15
Gaw
rirtt guests:
M. Z. Church South at Russell's Bogard
Ininy.frieretsMimes
birthda
y
at
Pine
Bluff
Graveyard.
Saturd
Bertie
Manor -OW" a Hood JOires.-*
tdr.
and
litre. Holmes Ellis, Mr. Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock.
Chattel. and remained a constant July 28. All interest
Plospitat7
*Tbe bridegroom is the son of bridge-tea at Collegiate Inn
4eros
•• • • • •
ed
Sal-•
and Mrs. Otto Swann, Mr and
consistent Christian until will please come early
- Kt and Mrs. John Herndon and urday afternoon
Those present were:
• and
Birthday Dinner For
and
Mrs. W. R. Pureness, Mrs. Stella
death.
As
long
is a successful. farmer of the Almo
lb.
as
her
and
health
Mrs.
peruntil
The
W.
job is finished. C
V. Jeffrey, Mr.
following patients were adSummer flowers were attrac- ' George Gooch
Furchess, Mrs. Gus Robertson, and liers. Glen
mitted,
she
section.
was
a
very
active
Jeffrey, Mr. - and mitted to the Mason Hospital
tively arrirafeit'in the private dinand zealous worker in her church FOR SALE or TRADE-1929
On July 8. relatives and friendly Mrs.._ Carman Graham. Mrs. Otry Mrs Duran Fair. Mr. and Mrs. during the past week.
having
been
gathered at the home of Mr. and Paschall. Mrs. Alice Ellis, Mr. and Fred James. Mr. and Mrs. T. 0.
Sunday School su- ton Chevrolet truck, in
Mrs. Shelby Hicks, Providence,
Mrs. George Gooch and ..._,,cele- Mrs. Duncan Ellis. Mr. and Mrs Turner, Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Ky.; Mr Charles Morris. Murray. perintendent, President of the shape, practically new tires
brated his-69th birthday. At noon Shannon Ellis and daughter.
Broach, Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Rheubena Littleton. Parts; Jesse Missionary Society, and the pro- .,trade for good car. See
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hayes,. Mr. Lampkin,- Mrs. Sadie
a bountiful dinner was spread on
Scott, Miss Holley, Jr.. Puryear; Mrs. Rob moter of many other activities. Parker at Faxon
the lawn. Mr. Chess Scruggs re- and Mrs. Sam Smatherrrien, Mr. Bessie Brandon, Miss Katie Mar- Roy Hicks. Hazel. Ky.; Miss Carrie She'svas a great believer in prayer and left a glowing testimony SHEEP FOR SALE-I have 25
turned thanks after which every and Mrs. Lucian Gupton, Mr. and tin, Miss Maxine Scott, Miss Kath- Lee Johnson, Murray; Robert
Nesand, two year old stock ewes
one ate a hearty dinner. Ice cold Mrs. Elzo Gupton. Mr. and Mrs. erine Purdom, and Mr. and Mrs. bitt, Hazel; Mrs. Vernice Stock- of her readiness to. go.'
sale at $5.00 each and ten ol
lemonade was served throughout Ellis Pasehall, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Edd Farmer
,
• dale, Big Sandy, Tenn.; Groer C. • Mtn 'was a faithful 'fife and a ewes at $2.50 each • Gen
- Paschall. and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
E Lo
the day.
Williams. Springville, Tenn.; Dave wonderful, mother., Her greatest Benton.
Go to Dale. stenblefield
Ky.
Ca. Fin
ThciSe
Ceiba Lee Clark Circle Of
pfesent were:
While, Hazel; Leon Wyatt, Knight
.
...
SCHOOL SUPPLIES: peen PenMisses Margarette Swann, Jo
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Taylor. Mr
M. IL Cherch Meets
Ky., Mrs. T. F. Dortch, Paris; Mrs.
cils. Tablet Bargains. Periell Sets.
and Mrs. Claude buter._ Mr. and Robertson.. Estelle Hayes, Leila
Norman McKenzie, Murray; Mrs.
The
Ellis,
Catha
stand
Viola
Lee
Clark
Notebook Paper. Notebooks. Retell's,
Circle of Claude Turner,
Ethel . Paschall.
Mrs. Lilburn Thomas. Mr. and
Golden Pond.
the Methodist Missionary Society
Crayons. and many other items for
Mrs. Verble Taylor and children. Polly Ellis and Jimmie Cooper.
The following - patients were dismet
Messrs.
with
Mrs. Bryan Shelton at charged
frank Ellis.
Warren
Dolores and Ilene: Mr. and Mrs.
the ichoel room.
.from the Mason Hospital
Bud Taylor. Mr and Mrs. Cleon Erwin, Edwin Gunter. Harvey her home on South Sixth Street during the Vast week:
Tuesda
Ellis,
afterno
y
Autrey
on.
McReyn
July
17
olds,
_ThursCunnin
1,
ghere
and
ctaughter.
Mrs. _ Leo Askew. Big - -Sandy;
„
Mrs. Joe Baker, circle leader, Mrs.
Nothing they would appreciate more than a good
da: Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris ton Furchess, Herman Ellis, and
T. F. Dortch. Paris;. Frank
was in *barge Of the meeting. She
and daughter, Barbara Sue: and Ellis Hayes.
Hart. Murray.
Pen and Pencil Set. The Shaeffer line carrie
conduct
Those
ed
who
the
evotion
sent
gifts
al,
after
were:
s best
Mrs,4
Mr and Mrs Carney Andrews. ._
Mr. and Mrs. Morel Boggess, B. A. Jones, Mr. and Mrs., Brack witich Mrs:' John James- led in
quality Pens in both the popular priced pens
Swann,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Crawford prayer. Material from the World
Mr; and Mrs. Claude Cunningham,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Parks, Mr. Arnett. Mrs. Dennis Boyd, aod Mrs_ Outlook was read by. Mrs. L. J.
the higher priced ones. From $2.00 and up for
More people every year are lookin
• •• • •
g upon their
Horne. It consisted of "India as
and Mrs. Claude Gooch, Mr. and
insura
nce as being too important to be traded upon
Mrs.
I
Saw it", by C. F. Andrews. and
Shelly Hicks, age 77. of
Pens and $2.95 and up- for sets.
Mrs. Marvin Hill and children, Mrs. A. J. Glenn Entertains
'Prayer for a Christian Social Providence. Webster County, Ky..
Bridge Chris
or turned over to a "friend."
Betty Lou and Frank Myers, Mrs.
died early Sunday morffing at
Order. by James Myers.
Eva Hill.. Miss Bettie Myers. Mrs.
Mrs. A. J. Glenn entertained her
William
It was decided that a patch the
Mason
Memorial
CHEAPER PENS PRICED FROM $1.00
Mary Dalton. Mr. and Mrs Luther bridge
When you intrust your insura
club Tuesday night at her apron be circulated through
nce affairs to this
the Hospital. Murray, where she had
Gooch.
----residen
ce on North Fourth street. circle_
AND UP
agenc
y you are getting something
been
taken
for
Money,
corresp
treatme
nt.
onding
to
Mr. and Mrs -Dave Myers,- Mr. Mist
more than a
Suzanne Snook won high the age of the 'member
Mrs. Melts had been in failing
4 printed policy to file away with
receiving
and Mrs. Marvin Farmer, Mr. and score
your
prize.
papers.
health
for
the
apron
sortie
is
to
be placed under the
time, and a few
Mrs. Dave Perlis, Mr. and Mrs
Those present_ were:
weeks ago was brought to the home
patch.
Qttid Winchester and Mr. Chess
You get an insurance servic
Mrs. Jack Farmer. Mrs. Geo
Seven membert were present. of her son. 'Rob Roy Hicks Sr.,
e that safeguards
&nine of Hazel. Mrs_ iii Cul- Hart. Mrs. Ed, Diuguid
, Jr.. Mrs. They were: Mrs. Joe Baker. Mrs. and Placed undef care of the hosyour interest everp-smar
lom. - _ - .
of
i• --every
day.
M. Bleniker, Mrs. Prank Albert,Cattie Hate- --Mrs.
James; pital_ physicians. - Headdesittr wits-f
- Mr. and Mrs. Eph Tailor, Mr. and Stubble
field, Miss Suzanne Snook. Mrs. Irene Story, Mrs.
L. J Hor- caused by camplicatons.
Mrs. Charlie Taylor and Mrs. Wal- Miss
Maryleona Bishop, and Miss tin. Mrs. Bryan Shelton,
She Was the daughter of the late
and Mrs.
ter Scott. Clinton. Ky.: Mr. and Margare
t Tandy.
T. K. Civets. who was one of the
-Duran Fair.
Mrs. John Gooch,: East St_ Louis, Hoyt
m•-• ;4•Lers:
Craig.
The next meeting in August will founders of the town of Providence,'
aewsepoodsamansfultalei
Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gooch.
Ky.
A
woman
of culture and reBruceton, Tenn.: and Mr. and •
finemen
t,
and
was much loved for
Mrs. George Gooch.
her deeds of kindness. She was
Miss Anna Mary Stiles, Miss
a
member of • and a faithful
Maydell
Liner. Miss
Virginia
PRONE :W1
worker, in the
First
GA1464.1 BuoLDIMIG
Thomas, Misses Maiiiee and MaryBaptist
church at Providence.
belle Farmer. Misses Lula and Lva
"It
Does
Weise
a Difference Who Writes
She was married to Shelby i
Garner. Misses Zen. Hera, and
Hicks in 1883. Is survived by ,
Your Insurance"
Jane Parks. Misses Esther and
by cooking electrically.
Willie Mae Cunningham. Misses
Diary Frank and Betty Joe Gooch,
It is so much Cleaner,
Bruceton. Tenn.
cooler, easier, and 1411 aa
James Ralph Wells, ,Leather and
economical.
"
W. M. Cunningham, IMO, and
Frank Dalton. Lacy
JUST TURN A BUTton Lawrence. Ernest Madrey. RoTON AND BEGIN
den and Edgar Purdom Parks.
COOKING
Joe and JerryFarmer.
.
.17-ir and Bert Gooch, Bruceton.
and there are no laborTenn.: Taylor and Billy Gooch.
ious tasks of preparing
East St. Louis, Ill.
.
the_range far the next
Aftei litscin - inaittifi were:
cooking hour. Year
Mr. and Mrs. Harry__Coles. Mr.
housework drud ger y
•nd Mrs. Joe Parks, Mr. and Mrs.
will be materially reCaleb, Parks and -children Clara,
duced with eine of these
Norma Jean and Rita Lou
•••
Ravine Parks,. Client Sabinson,
safe, sure and economSeldon Lamb. Camel! Wells, Carical electrical ranges.
'non Parka and Billy Jones. Otheri
I.

Mn. Joe T. LOTett, Editor
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SCHOOL DAYS....
MONDAY,JULY 30

YOUR INSURANCE HERE -

IS MORE THAN A PRINTED- POLICY .
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Dale, Stubblefield &_

Adequately Insure Rising Values!

The Rexall Store

Avoid Summer Heat

Frazee, &fry

Davis Dress Shoppe
July Clearance Sale!

Thessii. tai-

-

WHITE HATS

•

•

-THE UNIVERSAL RANGE
sone of the oldest and most dependable
- lines of electrical ranges.

Johnson- Fain Music Co.
Murray, Kentucky
OLD POSTOFFICE LOCATION

Do Not Throw Those
WHITE SHOES
Away!
or

Discard Them Jost Be.
,couse They Are Die',
colored
BRING THEM IN FOR
RE-DYEING

' DUTCH'S SHOE
SHO
P
Ledger & flme

TURNER'S GREAT

SILK DRESSES

$7.95 DRESSES
$9.95 DRESSES , .
$16.50 DRESSES

$1.69 and $1.95
values

79c
WHITE SHOES
Greatly reduced
$2.95 values

rdeleg.gi

CONSOLIDATION

$4.95.
$6.95
S9.95

TWO BIG STOCKS must be reduced to
ONE before September first.
THE CORNER STORE BASEMENT
AND THE
FIFTH STREET STORE

WASH

DRESSES

$1-.00_ values. 69c
$1.98 values $1.69
2:9/3 WitFues $2.6

REDUCED PRICES TO MOVE MERCHANDISE WILL BE MADE

New Shipment
FELT HATS
in
Dark Shades

YOU WILL SAVE MUCH MORE
THAN THE
SALES TAX IN THIS SALE!

Come in every time you are in town
and take home
bargains. No merchandise charged at these reduced
prices. An opportunity
like this
does not come often. NOW IS
THE

TIME!

$1'95

$2'95

T. 0. TURNER
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HAZEL NEWS

W. A. Baker.

North of Hazel, was taken to the
Mason Mentosial Hospital for an
operation this week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Farley of
near Murray, visited their daughter. Mrs. Orville Jenkins, and
Mr. Jenkins Sundae.

buy saw logs,
ir lot in M
B.
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5tave Co. _ _ _J
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reyard,
Saturd
interested part
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Fairs to this
re than a
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•-Safes. . 8. Osburn and children.
Irene and Gene, of Paris, are visitW. M. S. Of Hazel Baptist
ing in the home of Mrs. Osburn's
Church Meets Tuesday
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Hill.
The Women's Missionary Society
Mr. and Mrs. Robert •Garrett• of
of the Hazel Baptist church, met Bells. Tenn., visited friends
in
Bawls trgio usri county in Ken- on the nisi
Tuesday afternoon at -tam thirty Hazel Tuesday.
alternama bands win
tucky are urged to participate In the furnish
their ova a.jsnd. ea esseo'clock at the enure& • s
•
Music Pasitio4 as
AI Q. Leu-maia-ZIK.1.trir
et-3
At
Fair, September 15Va
Business session was called to to Mayfield last Wednesday
illril
=night • swat SIM atoisset-that will
10 Lyr#s Thartr, anekh Instructor
be
order by the president, Mrs. Frank
one
of
the
saimelsa
s
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely were
of the saat Leesville Male Nigh School. who tire
ish eral tale- Mace ta the bug*
Vaughn.
In McKenzie visiting and transactIs chairman of the Iestivel comma,- arum
tee.
This
unusual feature, sponsored
We have just returned from a
Song, 'Rock of Ages", Scripture ing business last Wednesday.
Besides the anultal altar*"
soro
be The Louisville Herald-Post in band will.
Miss Lula 'Paschall of Puryear trip through central Kentucky,
reading by Mrs. W. B. Milstead,
stainthe committee's speconJunction with the Mate Pair, is
prayer by Mrs.
cial ooatmao—o* by its special
Vaughn; song, was here this week visiting in the and I can proudly say that Calloan excellent opportunity for bands stunts,
unusual uniforms, pet
fields and
hem all parts of the state to proment marching,
woods looked
"Woman's Song". At the close of home of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Kelly. way
novel effects and=
thenisches to an emend,. sulanses.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weston mighty good when we returned.
the business session Mrs. Wm. Hull
embelashinents.
Inscribed
By attracting favorable stesagoa enure*
plaques wig be presented to every
and Mrs. Watson's sister are visit- Our Calloway tobacco and.ether
led in prayer
at this gait event, bands that have band
that
crops
partielpat
ing
look
as
the
es.
Rev.
well
as
and
crops
Mrs. W. A.
in
taasaLo essloyed only local popsA social meeting was then enOemalastions wit be Placed on the
other places and better than most
Baker.
argy sill now get the attention 01 program
joyed on the lawn.
according to nee and pre*Ararat,
,parti
of new listeners.
of
Prof. Joseph Miller returned
the State, ...Tobacco in
This vious experience, see bands
These _entertainiazg
that have
-Mee
Public appearance may be the heretofore not been
home this week after a two weeks the- KInegrais was retarded by
large or promiW. B. Milstead, Mrs. 0.
means of making radio tie ss
Turnnent WM nor/se embarrassed by conbow. Mrs. Charlie Denham and visit in Logan West, Va.. and De- coot weather and then by drouth
connections that will isad
tact with more —.111.4!mit=gm
and tobacco in the Hopkinsville
troit, Mich.
and forma* lee
Mrs. W. H. Miller.
-switrir-w dile** of parterritory is not so well advatced
who have never before bate pm
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M.
and
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*Oh is111 hi
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a real chance to display *dr Odin**
our
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Crop.
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Romona
of
Chicago,
are
=dant
all lo OW* be Oa mos
characters were enjoyed throughmean& d
scooter,
that
at
here
Ibis,
visiting
Mrs.
will
Baehman
•
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With this fine start we should
Plenty
out the hour -by the following
Pirtle:Mating hinds are aseursd M of opmeettnity for adequate be
preparamother, Mrs. Frances Moore, and bend every effort to make a fine
medal WO lases by has and MIK tion.
rnemberrJ__.
sad tree Trtmentetion to taw= adlaINMohre and Mrs. quality crop of tobacco. this year.
Mrs. H. - I. Neely. Mrs. Myrtle
icalioliatr.-dawsb
grous
nd upon arrival in
or any tips Olt "argedlostiost kinOur production is limited to a
Osburn,' Mrs. Prank Vaughn, Mrs. Coil Overcast.
au
ass
Apeoresed.
lands
thee
lecited
to
jeln- M.-04a.isiSEHIMatal.
Mrs,- Ruth-- Hull and children. 'definite - number Of Potinde Our
z tareartas overnight wM M ai'd every handle
James,
the iMes Iseligtba
Berbera and. Ann of Paris, are only hope for an incerase in reaeMfartable Miss Eva_ Petry, Mies
to be oll_govitaws—M--aft are
Libbie
111111
is:
spending
week.
1E11=0
with
the*
,
rate
:
Mr.
and
ace
threu
turt
e3
r
from
increase
an
t
qual,in
Intone**
James, Mrs. Flora Hatcher, Mrs.
-and snail it to le=
ity. Buyers of tobacco, as every
A. M. Hawley, Mrs.' Ruth Under- Mrs. 0. B. TurnbotG:
Thowit. ChairA morning parade throes* down- man Music Joistkval
Committe
Mr.
e,
and
Mrs.
care
D.
grower
I).
Chrisma
khows,
n
have been demandwood, Mrs. Grace Wilson, Mrs.
town Louisville teens las program. of The Herald-Post,
Louise-Me, Ky.
Orville Jenkins, Mrs. Hester, and of Eddyville, Ky., and their son. ing more and more quality each
one visitor, Mrs. Wm. Hull of Kennith Chrisman, of Lynt, Ky., year. It is becoming more and
and his wife were visiting friends more difficult to sell the lower
Paris. Tenn.
After the games and contests. and relatives in Hazel arid °their grades at any price. Faced with
Nam
this problem many growers have
load iss pea wish it I. appear ea the
delightful refreshments of ice parts at the county this weeksersgroni•
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman, wondered how they could increase
cream and cake were served.
of
Henry,
Tenn.,
were
the-quality
in
Hazel
their
of
crop
,
OM.
The next meeting will be held
,•••
Tuesday. July 24, at the church. Sunday visiting their parents, Mr.
Increasing the yield is often a
and Mrs. R. W. Cheamen and Mrs. means
sepinlmlism
Of InettaSlrig quality. Mar•
Amanda Mason.
M. E. Sunday School Class
keting experts at the University
•11
Mr.and
Mrs..
Frank Melton of Kentucky found in a study of
14881110 St Artesia
Has Outing
threes Address
and baby Jo Anne at Hodgenville, hundreds of crops
of dark tobacMiss Ahniiereori tarak her • Sun- wore looresavos the weak-end visit- co, that in eight times out
Namber
in
band
of ten
Hews nag usganied
day ,School class for an outing to ing Mrs.. Melton's parents, Mr. higher yields'brought higher
prices.
This band Is a selesi, commanity, mandstgal
the ball park Monday afternoon. and Mrs. Jake Mayer.
, gratermi. addle*
It was also found in a study of'
erpahatint. (IIndadhis sae);
Games and contests were enjoyed
Mr. and Med." Owen 13eandon dark tobacco farms
in Logan coun, I 0 *odd KM Os mods tia the downsown
by the children after which sand- and son. Ted, and James Marshall ty that higher prices
*rade.
were received
wiches. cakes, and lemonade were Overcast. spent Thuesday at Reel- where the yields
0 do not wish (Thule indicate).
'„;
were good.
4
foot Late.
served.
"But", a man says, "I am already
Any oilier Information yam think wonki be lallphl
C. .C,s. Miller of Paris was in
Those present were: -to staking sy the
program.
producing as much as I can sell
Mary Cherry, Betty Ferguson. Hazel on business Monday.
(Mail I. Lynn Thayer, Chairman. Murk Festival
from one acre".
_
Ossmaitte
e. care HeraldBuster Paschall, Shirley Butler.
H. E. Patton_ of Nashville. Tenn.,
riot, Loubvilla Ky.)
Let us figure the following exBobby Doherty, Charlie Hill Jones. wee in Hkzel on business last
ample which might apply to several
-Will -Moore Latimore. Ray LeftCAMS.
It...-R"WfolifIES,Wras an Mayfield
more, 0 B. Turnixterns. Jean OsNow suppose a man is allotted eo go
into poor barns this fall. of air through the barn:burne and Ann Hull;Peris, Terms last week visiting
parents, Mr.
three acres and 2100 pounds. And Usually
it will come out poor toGeorge Elbert Freeman Jr., Knox- and Mrs. Ben Holifield.
Last year several farmers built
he is growing 700 pounds per acre, loam°.
ville Tenn.. Misses Murl Jones and
Mr..and Mrs. .T. S.- Herron and
For eveh experts cannot ridge ventilators and all are well
500
pounds
of leaf and 200 pounds cure tobacco
daughter, Miss Ann, visited relaAnn Herron.
well unlese they have pleased- with them. We are exof lugs.- Fifteen hundred pounds a
tives in
tight barn with good ventilation. pecting many ,,,more
Trezevant, Tenn.. last
to be built
of leaf at 10 cents equals $150.00 A neighbor
Friday.
last year put tobacco this year. The cost is small and
Infant Dies
plus 600 Pounds of lags at 2 cents of
Roy Robertson of Oklahoma was
the same quality in two barns: the farmer can do
it himself. Visit
equal $12 or a total of $162. Now one
Joseph. one year old son of in Hazel last week visiting
a good barn and the °thee a your neighbor's fidge
in the suppose
ventilator
his yield was 900 pounds poor barn.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lattimer, who homes of Mr. W.
The poor barn required and see how it is built. It is
C. Osburn and
per acre: 700 pounds of leaf and
live one mile West of Hazel. died Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell
about one and one-half times as especially importan
.
t on barns with
Friday night of fast week. Burial
The Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Baker 200 pounds of lugs: 2100 pounds much wood as the good barn and tin or tight shingled
roofs.
of leaf at 104cents equals 210. He brought
was in South Pleasant Grove are home after a visit
four cents less per pound
of several
Tight walls are necessary regardhas used tip his allotment so he than
graveyard Saturday. Funeral ser- days in Medina, Tenn.
the good barn. •
less of the kind of _ ventilation.
vices were conducted by The Rev.
D H. White, who lives just would keep his lugs at home. But
The essentials of a good barn Every effort should
be made to
at that the higher yield would are
that it have:,,.
strip all cracks and stop all holes
bring him' $48 more dollars.
I. Tient waifs and doors.
in the barn this month. We are
2. Enough top and bottom ven- tlekoking of using building
paper
Nitrate- of soda ii-pplied to tobse- tilation
to contrel the movement on our weatherboarded
barns. I
co about topping time often increases the weight and body of tobacco, experts say. Nitrogen is
usually needed in the later stages.
of growth to permit the leaf --to
thicken. Lots of manure or legume sod also supplies nitrogen.
A common method Of applying nitrate of soda is to sprinkle it about
the plants at the rate of ,50-100
pounds per acre. The growth the
tobacco is making will have a
great deal to do with the late application of nitrogen. Rains or
heavy dews soon carry the nitrogen down' to a point where the
roots may reach it.

Local Bands Invited to be
On State- Fair Program

J.-

Kirksey F. F. A.
Notes

a

=a

pa me -am.

Entry Slag Kentucky State Fair Music Festival

We hope all tobacco is allowed
to get ripe this year. Last season
there were many baskets that were
low in price because they end been
— cut semen aniL,did. nots_haves'the
body and finish that ripe tobacco
his. Some good growers feel that
one should not cut early even if
disease. is _present.

safeguards

alues!

PE FIVE

don't know if it will work, but one
`ceneserrease in the value of our
tobacco would buy a lot of paper.
Same people are using mud to stop
small cracks. We cannot afford to
risk a year's wbrk in a building
that will ruin 'it. It is like putting
the savings of a life time in a
Mated" bank.
—Keith Venable
•ir

-M1

Annan
is, second door it(
ry, size 20.170. Al
m apartments, r
West Main. .
on.
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Dexter News

WHETHER you are hurrying to your destination
on your vacation trip or hurrying home, you'll
need the greatest safety, stamina and dependability in your tires. That's why it's foolish to start
out with old worn tires. Why not get a new set
of Firestone High Speed Tires for 1934. Tbe
greatest tire sensation of the year.

TIRE

EVERY
CONCEIVABLE TEST
FOR YOUR .
SAFETY.,
Out of the gruelling grind of the ewe
track—off the wheels of Firestone Test cars
has came a new tire. The new Fitento
ne
High Speed Tire for 1934. Wider tread
with flatter contour—more and tougher
rubber — deeper non-skid— 50r; longer
non-skid mileage... All tested and
for safety, stamina and dependability
on

PUREST DRUGS,
CARE

At Your Service_ _

ALA
,

your car.

VP

WHAT A BUY!

Now Robert T. Nichols

HELLO. BUDDY!
Let Us 'Carr For Year Car

OUI

TELEPHONE 300
Southwest Corner Square
Murray, Ky.

Only

/wont in

Super - Service Station
Whiteway Station

11111

Enjoy the distinction of this fine hotel at extremely low c.ost.

OTHER
SOUTHWEST YOTEI.5
MA 1FSTr
Not ..1pronc#s 1.1a• sr-11 INA.A.
MOTEL MARION
PIOTFL LA FAYETTE
1..ttle Reck A rhc•nso,
Si. GRADY MANNING
Peesiciert

Single $15° Double $2.5° without Bath
Single 12:" Double $3°' with Bath

NEWLY OPENED-THE STABLES

Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge. These rooms and
the famous RATHSKELLER air-conditioned, always 7f1

East Main Street
.—

Murray, Ky.

South East Corner College

°TEL SIEELBACH 'MEMPHIS My Oki Kentucky

COURIER
TYPE

A real vacation %Peels!. Firestone Courier tires
at unusually
low prices. Don't miss this opportunity to get
triple raaranteed
tire's at these peeves..

WILLIAM LEN

Betinaresi—Carage

jOaavi tame, beaufiful
;ek4

this

a.

—for UneavaistiPerlimancei Retards
—for Life Agit. Al Weds
—for 12 Morns 1t-AN Road
Hazards*

Two registered
pharmacists
o
duty at all times.

MurrayMercantile Co.

mer-

NOW!
A TRIPLE
GUARANTEE
ON EVERY
'firestone

•Guaran teed for six montha when
used in commercial service.

SHOP WITH US

Sep-

•

awd YOUR FAMILY
on Your VACATION TRIP!

Prescriptions

THEY'RE REGULAR $1.00 VALUES
AND ARE PRICED VEItY SPECIAL
AT ONLY

Baby Chas. .Hardin Skaggs is
Instead at the Assam and congroatir laspoosiseP-Alor-x 'serious ceit- eariiitriP.la.4111.11, Wet meet
illness.
other, Miss Kenyon believes, they
Mrs. sr U. Curd Is also -re- will help each to further the
covering from seige of malarial other. "By apeparing in eoncert
tours between pictures," she says,
fever.—Mrs. F.. C.
"I will have an opportunity to appear personally before at least part
of my motion picture audience.
I will have a chance to get their
reactions to my screen work and
profit by it."

PROTECT YOURSELF

BliCk tsa_thg arhncalroont Monday,July 30,- and to
JONES' before that time for the many little things
the children will need for their school work.
Pencil sets, notebook paper, tablets, crayons,
inks, rulers, dictionaries.

UTMOST

a-

studies.

Star Retires From
Retirement Tp Be
Film Player Again

There will be lots of good tobac-

A new arrival in ALLEN-A in the newest shades
and all sizes.

'Miss Kenyan has a beititgul
soprano voice and, strangely, her
motion picture work has aided
and abetted her concert appearances, inasmuch as many of her
numbers are dramatic character

Burniee Brown left this week
for Camp Knox where he was to
report with the C. C. C. boys of
Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Daugherty
had as their guest Saturday and
After a bang absence from the MEMORIAL
Sunday, their son,. Clynt, of PaduBAPTIST CIIVRCH
public eye, during which time she
cah.
devoted
her
energies
almost .enGeo. Long begins. a series at
Sianday, July 22, sad Week
to matters of domesticity,
meetings 4th Lord's day, July 22.
Following
Doris
Kenyon definitely comes out
at
Hickory Grove
Church of
Sunday
School
at 9:30 A. M. E.
Christ at 11 o'clock. He will preach of' retirement with her role in B. Holland, superint
endent.
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon at "Whom the Gods Destroy," in
Morning Worship at 1043 o'clock.
which
she
is
featured
with
Walter
Dexter Church of Christ sign- a
Sermon subject: -Why I Am a Dap.
requested subject. Go hear this Connolly and Robert Young. But, Sat."
with
the
resumpti
on
her
of
proforceful preacher of the gospel
fessional
career.
Evening Worship at 7:45 o'clock.
Miss Kepyon
during the week.
plans to divide her attentli*
sermon subiseA; "What Mast I Do
Mr. and Mrs. Ely•.e
tWeezi -Winton pictures end- the to—be Saved."
daughters. Mrs. C. M. Brasins, Miss concert
stage.
The pastor will preach it both
Jacqueline
Anderson, and
son
In fact, just previous to starting hours.
Junior Anderson, all of Nashville, work in "Whom
the Gods DePrayer meeting Wednesday evTenn.; motored to E. J. Ander- stroy," which
shows at the Cap- ening at 7:45 o'clock. The leader
son's, west of Alardin, and spent itol Theatre
Sunday, Miss Ken- for this service will be announeed
Saturday and Sunday. They also yon completed
a three months con- Sunday. The pastor will be away
stopped over for a short visit with cert tour of
the bie eastern cities. in a meeting near Bardwell
.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Crause. W. During the
tour she was a guest
All of our services are simple,
0. Curd accompanied them here of the White
House and also a Scriptural and spiritual.
Every
and spent the week-end with his house guest
of Dr. Albert Einstein, member is expected and all others
uncle, Stafford Curd and
the noted Scientist, and his wife. are invited.
The news will be short this And, immediately
following her
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
week owing to the sudden illness work in the
picture, the actress
of our scribe, Mrs. E. C., who embarkee
l on another concert tour,
Vernon Dodd. son of Mr. and
WA/ taken ill Monday_ Dr. A. Y. taking in St. Louis;
Chicago, Lans- Mrs. Betri Dodd of Route 7, is in
Covington was called twice Tues- ing, Michigan,
and Detroit. where a serious candirflin at the Keysday. She a suffering with mail:laic her appearance
was sponsored by Houston Hospital following an
anemia. Hope she soon will be Mrs. Henry Ford.
operation for ruptured appendix.

Jones' Is Headquarters
for School Supplies

Hosiery!

on the ,soad to recovery.
Mrs. Blakley Mizell, of Mayfield, and Mrs. Eugene Tarry, of
Murray..'are spending their summer vacation with their mother
and father. Mr. and Mrs_ Mac
MizalL

Campus

OF

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.

Home in Louisville
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Dr. J. W.Carr Invites Students to
Attend Murray State College

9, 1934.

1

Tara.-

Jess Paschall Dies in
Paducah at 2. A. M.

-

N

with some of the ifilhotional quali- TO£111
are *spending this -Amok at death. more and
more each dayl it was His will, but in
ties which his theory concerning
our hearts
with their daughter. Mrs- -3.- H 4 miss her,
Nature and her tamer to are.4414 j-tr.they,
he liveta,Crod alone imows
atut-.-Mr: Haney.
•••-.
the Moral sentlanentt-oltered"
,
how we miss him in our lonely
Mr and Mrs 'Bert Mithk of
place is vacant in our home; home__
today;
the flowers we
thdianapolla. Lid.. spent beaday -Which can
n'eter be
place upon his grave may withwith Mr. and Mrs Ccenrnallere Sleep.on my
is'icitolicated to the task register for credit." Nov. 28-30,
dear mother in quiet, er and decay
but love for him
Jones.
Sleep in the arms of Jesus
superior teachers". Thanksgiving Recess: Dec. • 11.
who sleeps beneath will 'never
Mr. Merritt Motheral couldn't And safe in the
Dr. J. W Carr, president Christmas holidays begin sit_5_,I1.
land of, the pure fade away.
attend the family reunion at Mr. And, bleated away
State College. tn
in Jan
from sorrow.
1935 -Class work 'reJess Paschall. about 40 years of Humphr
Written by his father and moeys'
on
account
of
havingsin and cold."
,personal invitation to prosJen
26. Pail h./nests; age died this Marldtlit at his,Lomether, sister and brother.
three
broken
ribs.
Sadly Missed by her 'son.
Students of West Kentucke Ielbsee
in Paducah at 2 30 o'clock_
Ms. and Mn. Lynn Re73'
Mise ChesSerts-MEaRgliblfier5'Walt •••
rdnifr1a:401nosarAfi.
L H. Rittman
mine following s pirahrhe stroke
fect
severel
y with risens on her
for the fan semester which
on Tuesday
EAST ST LOUIS. Ill. July
neck
18
ppens officially on
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Schools Open Monday,
July 30

Notice Taxpayers

Dr. T. R. Palmer

New Blacksmith

As the Yerds ,Greatest Drama
- -

She Was
A Lady

ADDED

Richard
Talmadge

in
"Pirate
Treasure"
and
Good
Cartoon

-WITH.-----

HELEN TVVELVETREES
DONALD WOODS

RUBINOFF

SUNDAY ONLY
The world acclaimed his heroism the woman he loved worshipped him
- but every beat of his heart told
him he was a
AlPt

COSMETICS

COWARD

DR.Q. C. WELLS

In

HALEY
PATRICIA ELLIS
MARY ROI,AND

ACCLAIMED!

In Loving Memory

SORES!INFECTIONS!

-with-JACK

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Card of Thanks.

GUARD
YOUR EYES

"Here Comes the
Groom",

PURE, COOL AIR AT
ALL TIMES!

Taylors Store News I-

••

„

used by our monster
cooling system passe.
through
water before
being released into the
theatre, thus assuring
our patrons

Telephone 3 1 4

Memory

GENERAL AUTO REPAIRING
EXPERT ACIETELIDA- -4a-memory of ray dean -mother,
WELDING
Etta lit Hinman, who departed this
life otie year ago. July 15, 1933.
The Lord has called and she has
gone but one so dear to me Such
RLACILIDEITN
is this life while we are in .. the
Remember the Location
PRICES MOST REASONABLE
midst of Life we are in the mfdat

Johri H.Perry

,row

When Your Husband Raves About His
Favorite Shirts
Settle the question once and for all by sending
them to the
Mures) Laundry. They're returned so neat.
shapely and %tearable. He will always be proud ot them.

MURRAY1AUNDRY
PHONE 303

R. M. POLLARD, Mgr.

(Au ii

--*

47•ii411Aci;4"

0
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JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO

*WHOM
the6005
DES

MRS. MYE18
E BEAUTY , SHOPPE___

Automatically-at a finger touch-ice trays glide
from
the freezer of the Super Series Frigidaire '34! And here are
some of the other features:
Automatic defrosting; Lifet:b
nCPorcelain inside and
out;Sliding Utility Basket;and the Frigidaire Servashelf.
Nor is that all!. ,.double Hydrator capacity; interior
lighting; faster freezing; and extra room for tall bottles.
Will you come in and see what's happened in electric
refrigeration?

Old Postoffice Location

A

Licensed Operators
Mrs. R. A. Myers

From the Story by
!byrt POy too Terhyort
•rryoty•
Fro NY. -

WALTER CONNOLLY
ROBERT YOUNG
DORIS KENYON

Kate V. McLean
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Murray, Ky.
-

EDUCATIONAL BALLOT
For Election Saturday, August 4, 1934

Oh, So
Good!

SUMMER SUITS AND
OXFORDS
I"
.

$It.5
- 0
- --P-ALM- BEACH SLITS saes;
417.59 TRpPICAL WOVTEDS.now
$9
-.05 SUMMER WASH SUITS now.

,rcrr.

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
Election

$13.95

Saturday, August 4, 1984

DUOTONE AND-V-ENTILATED OXFORDS
All $5.00 aril' $6,00 OXFORDS now
$3.95
All -$4,90 OXFCCRDS now
$2.95
. ;
_
•
- StRAW HATS CUT DEEPLY
All $3.50 and $4.00_STRAWS now
$2.95
All,tZ.50 and $3.01/STRA.Wgn-ow .
. $1.95
All $r.L)ft to $1.95 Sc.TRAWII now
$1.19

You'll love every spoonful of GOLDBLOOM Ice Cream
because it's simply delicious. Made creamy, from only the
highest quality ingredients, it surpasses
every other ice cream you ever tasted.
Try some. . . .

FOR MEMBER CONGRESS
FIRST DISTRICT KENTUCKY

R. S. MASON
EDDYV1LLE. KY

WALLACE BEEttY 6.

_

- EIGHT DIFFERENT FLAVORS
There's a Dealer Near You

WiSLEDM.
"If. It's New, We Have It"

STATE -OF KENTLICKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.

Paducah, Ky.

FAY WRAY'

•

LEO CARILLO

GEORGE E. STONE

STUART ERWIN

NEXT WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

I, Mary Neale, Clerk of the Calloway County
certifx that the above, is a true and correct copy

Tenth and Monroe

- VIVA
VILt

$13.95
$ 6.95

BIG PARADE OF 1934

Court,
of the
ballot to be voted in the primary election to be held Saturday, August 4, 1934.-Mary Neale, Clerk Calloway
County Court.
CHARLIE

"MURDER IN THE PRIVATE CAR"
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TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Possum Hunting Paying College
Expenses,of Wayne Freeman, 21

Of

'Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly'Newstoer,"
IWO*
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon,
July 19, 1934

TIMES

m
a year ,in
allenvey.
41,
00 arshall, Graces, Hen.
rv and'-kitevvart Counties.
tign year elsewhere in
9r '''''''St4a,of Kentucky.
A TOO to any address
other tmat Above.

$2.00
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MRS. EMMA FITTS
IS BURIED FRIDAY

Friendship Meeting
Begins Thursday, 26

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

MRS. BOATWRIGHT
BURIED AT MURRAY

Volume CH; No:29
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Old Rock
The lad has been asked to name
for the ambitious lad when his stays right along under'
his quer- his price for the animal but in
brother-in-law, Dennis Wallis. gave ry. He further earns his board
by each instance has vehemently defiim a hound pup. _which the can- serving as a
good stock
and !dared, she is not for sale at any
did giver freely confessed was watch dog
A. J. Vetete
stranger can price".
a feast of good things in a rmon,
prayer, and song
Services will
in at 11,21. M. and 7:15 P.. M.
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BELOVED WOMAN
CALLED BY DEATH
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WHEN A PRICE LIKE THIS

and,-. no
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my lila LW'/Oohed lipOIL
•Daniel Boone.

Cumberland Cali—
?Ojeda of the Beautiful Scenery
in Southeastern Kentucky

arc•

The word "Welcome" still means
"Come'.
Let everybody. say "We'll Cqme

Wrather to Head
Gregory Clampaign

List price at Pontiac, Michir
gar,
Spemel equipment
ex tra.
Ponttea afar. Silt
other dietinguashed models
at proportiornat•ly low
prima. Lahore! 0.M.A.C.
terms. Pontiac is is Ogreeral
Motors Value with 'Fisher
Radio.and Fisher No Draft
Ventilation. Prices subject
to change writhed: notaa.

Congressman - W. V. Gregory
'Mayfield, has named M. 0. Wrather as his campaign manager in
Calloway coanty.
Mr. Wrather.
the aggressive superintendent of
Calloway schools, is regarded as
one of the county'siblest political.
leaders.
D A number ci citizens who .have
not supported Mr. Gregory in -the
past have pledged him their support in this „campaign in recognition of his work in Washington
in behalf of the Aurora d,arti

41T •••.

BUYS A CAR LIKE THIS

NOTICE!

-and you'll agree with

Tkriqf

Daniel Boone's description
4:)f Southeastern Kentucky

)34

All persons interested in the
Bazzel Graveyard are requested r
there the last Saturday,in Jul..
the 28th, for the purpose of clear:
ing the yard. There will be preaching at 11 o'clock by Bro. Chadwick
Murray.—R. L Hughes, C'•-,

Falls of the
Cumberlaad
near Carbia

Southeastern Kentucky is a paradise of beautiful mountain
scenery. From Pinnacle Mountain, orin clear day, a view
may be had of six states. . . . In this
is located
Cumberland Gap, through which came Daniel Boone and the
first settlers of Kentucky.... At State Park, near Barbour' ville, is a replica of the first house built in Kentucky. .,.
Among the many interesting things to see are Black Mountain (Kentucky's highest mountain); the Cumberland River
- pane: the celebrated "Trail ot the Lonesoine Pine;
Berea-_ --College at Berea, and -the Pine Mountain Settlement Sthool,
•
Pine
Mountain State Park. The wild flowers in this Rfplica °Wiest !louse Bu
and
ie Kentucky, near Barbourville
section are particularly beautiful.
Motor through Kentucky this summer. Standard Oil
'
service-stations and dealers in Standard Oil products offer,
the motorist every convenience all along the way. New and'
interesting road maps (in color) free of charge.

•

1934
FAIR
tiq CHICAGO
Fnest
WORLD
'
S FAIR
Accommodations

1700 ROOMS
1700 BATHS

ESSOLUBE—the modern hydrofined
oil has the great advantage of combining in one oil the five characteristics
of the ideal motor lubricant

STONE -

"Trail of tit, Lonesome Pea" .
Near the l'irginia.Kefftucky Line

L,.S.'A
- NDERSON MOTOR CO.,ilne.
108-10 North Seventh Street

)AY

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

•AL

ERISEL

MAYFIELD
:
:'
KENTUCKY'
L S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY
L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY
.
Paducah, Kentucky
Paris, Tennessee
J. C. PENNINGTON, Local Representative, Phone 153-W
I '

INCORPORATED (N KENT-UCKY

•

4

PONTIAC

$2 °°Ajiv

CROWN-STANDARD GASOLINE
is a perfectly balanced gasoline with
all the desirable qualities, plus antiknock properties without added cost

ERWIN

why drive anything but a

• I 1,'"Iisit 4":/"....11_!--1
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State Fair Going After
Entries Of Ail Farm Products
From Every Cotiiity In State

10 be seottl.2 chaff.

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Fraettly. we are not as interested
CiplannaKILVEi Tte Wit
T. The Oalloway Tubes sad Trw 'Maas in stook sales as an indicator of
r
11111
business as we are in the retail,
Published ilgy She Callowio
,Rae
tatty Pubbahata
storm soles in Calloway county.
Npr-th Fourth *meet. Murray. 19,
••• ••
Will • Hays started SundaY to
"clean up" the movies but 'Mealy
refrained from
indicating how
Sasmatasty Gaol)
long he thought_ Awenn
AN Plivirtir Live
h urr.Stack, Pouliry. Quints, Antiques,
Farm, Orchard,
Gorden, And Home-Made,
Or Kitchen-Put
Up, Products, To Write Him
At Once

Ale

Sertre.,
&a, urge'

Stella Gossifr

CKY PRES
ASSOCIATIO

'
•

- - --- Dexter letter sure was fine lait cult Court rendered
at .the April to the -,,Ilihwest corner of said
week.
term thereof, 11033 .1n the above Quarter Section; jthence
North
"Whosoever therelore will he cause for the purpose of payment
Quarter-Section line
with
one
a friend of the world is the enemy of Four newest:ad. - Five Hundred
hundred eighty 4180) Poles, Weillof God." &ease 4:4.
and eaventy.two and 3-itip
1hg section line Into Section 34, at
Mrs Rena Daugherty and Mrs. 44,572_02) and six per cent
per one hundred sixty UM
poles
Myrtie McClain raised their cab. annum interest thereon
from Sep- thence East parallel With Section
bage together and have canned tember 15, 1933, until paid
and line ow hundred slaty UAW poles
43 half gallons of kraut
costs herein espesiden 1 shall Pro- to Section Dna- inlinegr&
iseek
Mr. and ham.
al& Mee lei silbr itaVil7P'at the court the East line tit said Sections one
Etta&
liftyffeld, visited his house
dace in Murray,' Kentucky,'hundred eighty tele) petit to the
brother, Dug Jones and, family,
to the highest bidder at public auc- point* of beginning. containing
and his sister, Mrs T. A. Janes,
tion, on Monday. August a 1934, one hundred eighty (11101 acres.
and 4sauly here Saturday.,
same being the first day of the
Walter F Gilbert obtained tiUe
The ice cream supper at Mr.
regular term of Calloway. Circuit to the above described land by
Bedwell's the night' at the
lath Court. at 1 o'clock or thereabout, deed from Allle J. Wade dated
was enjoyed by a large crowd.
upon a credit of six months„ the January 29, 1914. and recorded in
All read Rev. 20:12-15.-"Old
following described proPertY, being Deed Book 32, page 443: and by
Glory"
and lying in Calloway, County, deed from W. L Gilbert and 1
Kentucky, towit:
B Gilbert. dated December
Being all of the northeast quar- 1913, and recorded in Deed Book
ter qf Stadion 3. township 2. Range 32, pose 489. each in the office of
We wish to express our deepest 4 sad. (obtaining one hundred the Clerk of the Calieway County
Kentucky court.
Made.to the. moult. _et Murray sixty' (ISO) acres. and twenty (20)
For the purchase pnes
and the Cuba community for their aefinat the south side of the
thoughltiell attention and sympathy southeast quarter of Section -84. chaser must execute bond with
hiipmant Township 3. Range 4 East, making approved securities. tsarina Ow
einiseer-catind by be eselielt- of one continuous tract it one hun- mterest from the day-et saleatitdred:eight? (MK screw Beginning til paid. and having the force and.
our ,deer husband
effect-et-3 luagment.----Bldireis
"Ttieh
e?
also wish to
R Smith for candlertirig words pertinent Quarter of Section 3; will be prepared to comply promand the Merit Roberts Funeral theme west with Quarter Section ptly with these tarrna.--Genrae S.
Home for its kind assistance_ Also line one hundred sixty (1001 poles Hart. Master Commissioner.
for the beautiful floral OfFerings.
•
May God bless you and yours as ,
our prayer.-Mrs. ,C. L Darnell.
Mn J. A. Sims_ • Miss Treva Edwards

For Entry Blanks And Full
John Dublin will preach at ColdParticulars
water next Sunday at 235 P. 811..
Wider Doiitbut and 1Prot. Vetteto
'Since the Kentucky State Fair," those who
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New Buggies, Wagons!

Just received a carload of fine George
Delker Rubber Tire Top Buggies, with
fine harness for
S120.00 CASH

w*Je•

•

AS LONG AS THEY LAST
Also carload of 3-inch WAGONS with
heavy tires and Gear Brakes, the beat
wagon built.

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

$65.00 CASH ONLY
TtiESE ARE REAL BARGAINS!

J. W. DENHAM.-
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HAZEL, KENTUCKY

America's Favorite HOUSE PAINT
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Id Sections one
Co poles to the
rig, containing
1100) acres.
t obtained title
-rased land by
I Wade dated
nd recorded in
pi 443; and by
'Abort and 1
December 3111
1st Deed Book
In- the office of
Islieway County
-price the pur-,
ite bond with
bearing Ogg
sale wwInR brat ancl_
--lit&rers
comply prom-George S.
Malabar.
ellmmegm

George
s, with

port from the side line.
wander the...president of the asThe Camp Murray softball team sociation thanked the company for
Was victorious over Clinton last the work it is doing and stated
week-end. It wa,s the first game that on behalf of forestry improveBy Wai. H. Martin. Jr.
to be plated by the new nine-up, ment the Forest Workers Section
the old team having lest ,rneny_ of hss been added te the organization.
-Morning Teltrions services VS
its ntubers to the baseball team In sztandbo4 the good wishes of
conducted by Dr. J. C. Barr of the and
y discharge.
the orardWigrale Ten tramponyKlito
Presbyterian,'awn These serpresident"ftirtheYtixpreisecrthe devices were no exception to the
Mother activity ,has, been add- sire.. that "the men on their re,clear, heart-to-heart talks the
ed to the educational program. A turn to commercial life carry with
camp looks forward to from Dr.
clast in shorthand had its first them something of the great lea'
Barr who also conducted vocal meeting
last mi*eek ,and its merit- ions they have learned from the
music assisted by Asst. Leader bees
are looking forward to this forests."
Carlisle. A good percentage of course with
much interest It is
Coincident with this announcethe staff and enrollees were pres- conducte
d by Lieutenant Shill- ment
was the visit and inspection
ent.
ley. camp adjutant.
of Federal Forester - Doppia, Washington,
and Federal
Engineer
The Cubs lost their first game
Word has recently
beeu re- Beeheimer, Louisville, who
• of the season last Saturday to Cowere
ceived from the American Tree.
open in their' compliments of the
lumbus. Althcateh they fought a Associati
on announcing that all quality and
amount of work being
good fight from start to finish men
of Camp Murray have been done by
this company.
and were once in the lead, the law elected
to honorary membership
of averages fivally upset a perfect
in the Association. Since its as- Veteran Commands; Camp Murray
score and will probably cause bet- signment
First Lieutenant &maid E. Smith.
to this e.arrip Company
ter attencianee at practice in The
333rd Infantry recently assumed
1517
has
set
out
snout
185,000
future. Aubrey Doss was injured
trees in connection with erosion- command of Camp Murray, relievIn this match suffering a severe
eonirel -projee4a--40- this anta, ac- ing Lieuteaaut Zupko %On
sprain. Doss is the new first base- cording
duty at Fart Knox, Kentucky.
to K.
camp
-anarraand Wee' tea
;wear-a "Ilittilltlf superiitt endeni—In—inlieigiititin of Poring the World Vt'ar -Liteutoisant
spirit of the softball team. Clee the
efforts of this organisation in Smith was a member of the 184th
Raleigh, shortstop, who was an- promotin
g forest. conservation this Aero Squadron and served with
other. casualty last week is doing work has been supplemented by his organization in the Tours secnicely although we are afraid he clews and lectures on Forests tion in France.
will have to confine his activity and Conservation.
Lieutenant Smith was one of the
In the Cadiz game to moral supIn a letter In the Camp Corn- first officers to be selected for
C. C. C. duty in the early stages
of its mobilization and served at
Fort Khox during this period.
Alter serving a tour at Dawson
Springs he was assigned. as Adjutant. District No. 2, Western
Kentucky C. C. C. Work Camps
and ably served in this capacity
until assuming command of Camp
Murray.

CAMP MURRAI'
CHATTERS

AL hithrgok,

Two large Airplane Fans and two.
Ceiling Fans keep
RECREATION HALL 20 DEGREES
COOLER
during these hot summer months!
We are catering only to the highest
class of patronage, and you may enjf
this ideal recreation in an atmosphere of
refinement and comfort.
Our equipment is all new, our building
is cool and clean.

4S with
ke best

INS!

Recreation Hall

S.

2.79
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COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

1904NAXWEIL IN 4 JINX

CINCE January first, Chevrolet has —
LI produced more than half a mil-

Rt4Cf IN WWIGN
13 OW CARS WILL

records for

hel-e- is

the

---for any Job

Remodeling - Repair
Paint

Cherry. Corner

_W

the reason behind it:

No

other manufacturer has so much to
offer as Chevrolet. Chevrolet

is the

only Icily -priced car with patented

_

knee action, and-only patented knee

)fou shock-proof steering combined with the ,nei,-v" jolt. ,
proof gliding ride. Chevrolet alone
action gives

-

in its field provides Fisher bodies,

Sale Cool
Simple
Certain

and a dozen and one other impor.•
tant features. Do you wonder that

0 • the trend is to Chevrolet?
CHEVROLET MOTOR Ct).,DETROIT,51ICff
Compare Chevrolet's low delivered priors and eaav
G. M. A. C. terms. A General Moors Value

Labor-Saving

Time-Releasing

MASTER MODELS
Sport Roaditer
540
Coach
580
Town Sedan..415'
Sedan
640
Coupe
860
Sport Coupe
Sedan Delivery
COMMERCIAL CARS
Commercial Chassis
355
Utility Long Chassis
515
Dual Long Chassis
535
Utility Chassis and Cab
575
SO
Dual Chassis and Cab
545
50
Utility Long Chassis and Cab 605
50
Dual Long Chassis and Cab
625
50
Commercial Panel
575
35
Special Commercial Panel
696
35
Utility Panel
NO
750
Dual Cab and Stake Body
480
50
Dual Long Cab and Stake Body 740
50
Abo00 Sr. loaf torfees of passeniot ear's it Flint.
Mich- M.ightioltsts. epee* etre sod tent leek. the
hit Pits* of
ttltithord $fottels is SIC osslatiensf:
Afestor Modals. $20 se/die:ens!. last prieei of cernfnerelei elle quoted ere f a to Print. Moe* Spec's/
epuipmetteet he. Writes subject to change without

Over
the Hills and Far Away

CHEVROLET
Farmer-Purdom Motor Co.
notoee.

ollAtAL.C. *Os

West Main Street

YOU GET ECONOMICAL, fast; automatic"*rvice
—and the most.healtbful, delicious meals you've ever
tasted.
IF YOU HAVE'NT an electric range,,see our display
and those of local electrical dealera,
NOW'S THE TIME TO BUY
RANGE!

YOUR

ELECTRIC

Buy Standard Electrical Equipment From Any
Reliable Electric Dealer Anywhere!
-11

cable-controlled brakes, Y-K frame,

Cool Cooking Always

, Clean
Fast

nosteet
of
ust Fess lbessess
$23
1445
445
is
485
25
.

STANDARD'MODELS
Sport Roadster
Coach
Coups

last four -years. And

disiga.:.16/e.:
.11011I6 larstits
approved sectiribes, bearing legal
interest tram the cloy of sale until paid, and baying the force and
effect of a judgment. .431.dders
will be prepared to comply -promptly with these Lerma—George S.
Hart, Master Commissioner.

Building Supplies

Ar roe

NEW REDUCED PRICES
New
/mom

dous total has brdken all Chevrolet

Mrs. Alma =Masan WI,- two Ivens
one tract of thirty-two (32) acres
by deed from Eliza J. Oliver and
husband, dated Nov. 1, 1917. recorded in Book 38. page 429; and
thirty-two (32) acres by deed of
Mrs. Osie White and husband,
dated Oct. 30. 1917, recorded in

Callaway Circlet Court
New York Life Insurance Co.,
Plaintiff
Vs. Judgment
Alma Chrisman. Et Al.,
Defendants
CEMIOAY OF PRo6feeSS
By virtue of a judgment and
brae?' needle ut the Calloway CP/emit Court, rendered at the April
term., thereof, 1934; in the above
cause for the purpose of payment
of $2,622.52 and six per cent per
...
annum-interest- thereenr-from--Nroe
PLAter Of ONE OF-IRE
-KS?
LAROE OIL REFINERS OENERATES
vember 1st., 1932, until paid, and
ENOUGH ROWER FOR A CM THE size
costs herein expended,' I shall proOF JACKSONVtl.L6FL4.
ceed to offer. for sale at the court
Only the finest guarapteed materials
0- house door in Murray, Kentucky,
sold
here. We specialize in complete and
to the -.highest bidder at pubkic
14* Acribmotott olioutfotv
auction, on Monday. August 6,
economical service to home owners and
uses RAW MAMRIALS
1934, same being the first day 02
the
regular
August
term
of
CalloFIZOA1 EVERY STA* 1AI
contractors.
way Circuit Court, at 1 o'clock
iulE ovioN /
or thereabout, upon a credit of six
months, the loliewing -described
property, being and lying in Calloway County, Kentucky. towit:
(1)In the jinx Automobile Derby which will
be
held
at
the
Century
of
Progress, thirteen automobiles ranging in age
A certain tract or parcel of
to one of 1907 will race. Among the famous from one built in 1896 up
lying and being in said Calloway
old-time drivers that will compete
will be Barney /Xdfield drivine a
.
rounty' Kernoek.v._ -about _three
power plant of one of the world's largest 4904 Maxwell. -try This
miles Northeast of Hazel, Kengenerates enough
power for a city the size of Jacksonville, refineries
Fla. (31 The saitattsobas •••on Use &Mit aide- of the
industry is one of the few, if not the only industry that
uses raw materials
Mason Chapel Church Road, betas
from every state in the I-Triton.
Hello folks!
(23)
Cherry is still
the North sixty-four (84) acres of
alive, although its been a long
the Southwest Quarter of Section
time since you have heard from HendOn and family,
25, Township 1, Range 4 East, deand other relYou can now afford to remodel
CHURCH
OF CHRIST
the "old timers' around here.
scribed by metes and bounds as
&taw'of this community.
We have a few on the sick list,
and
. repair your home, paint and
follows:
Mimes Gladys Alexander, Lau"A People for Ms 'Own
a few deaths, and one marriage to ren Shelton, and
Beginning at a stake in the
nephew. George
moder
nize it, make it a place of
Possession"
report.
Mason Chapel Church Road and
W., visited Misses Madie and KathWe know it to be our .salvation
Mrs. Bell Houston has been .ryne Smith, of Concord,convenience.
beaut
y
and
John
in
Rowland'
e
s
bounSouth
last week. to. Believe. Become: and Be just
quiet Ill for some time and is
dary line,..the Northeast corner of..
Mrs. Addie Farris had visitors what the
shall
deligh
be
ted
—
to
assist
Sens:do
you
m.
teach; "As the tract of Ipact_isr
still unimproved.
frarfr-Mayfield, Sunday afternoon. ye have.
e. described:
therefore,
Mrs. ,Lynch Baucturi has been
with your plans, make estimates
Miss Mildred Houston of May- Jesui the Lord, recetyed_Christ runs thence South with the Quarso
walk ye in ter Section
very sick but is some better.
field is visiting in this neighbor- him"
line and with the West
without the least obligations on
e
George Shelton has been ill.
boundary lines of Dink Dunn and
hood this week.
The Lord's day assembly for
A death which we regreted
your part.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Farris spent worship, preaching the Word, and Finis Steel sixty-four l64) poles
very muchl was that of Mrs. Scott
the week-end . with Mrs. Farris' these weekly services are a vital to a stake in the North boundary
Fitts.
line of Mrs. Mattie Baird land;
mother, Mrs. Essie Blalock, of part of our Christian life, and
they thence Wet one hundred sixty
"Uncle Jake" Lassiter will be New Concord.
will help you:
(180) poles, with the said North
sadly missed by this community
Mr. and Mrs. Hassel Shelton
Bible Study, 9:45 A. M.
line, to a stake in the Section
and church as he took an active and son. George
Worship-- and Preaching. 10:50
William, spent the
line and .iti the East boundary
part in the church work.
week -end
with
Mrs. Shelton's- A. M.
line of the B. H. Brown land, said
Tom McClain, father of Mrs. father, Will Harris
Evening Servic% 8 P. M. '
and other relpoint being in a Public Road:
Porter Stubblefield, was buried saves of Faxon.
Mid-week
Study and Prayer thence,
with the said Public Road,
Sunday afternoon. • Mr. McClain*s
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Meeting,
8
P. M., Wednesday.
Farris.
which is also the Section line,
was in Martel& •
Jaunita. Hubert, and - J'aek
A
WELCOME AWAITS YOU.
Dodd.
North sixty-four (84) poles to. a
Mr.. and Mrs. GUY FiCitionda of spent Sunday with
Incorports4.0
Harvey
Mr. and Mrs.,
Riggs, Minister stake at the
intersection of. said
Oklahoma, are visittng Mrs. Ed- George Shelton and
TIHRD and WALNUT
TgLASIFH014E 72
family.
Road with the-- Mason Chapel
monds' parents: Mr. and Mrs. Jim
A marriage of Much interest
Experienced strawberry growers
here was that of Miss Louise Rob- in Grayspn ceitutty are coperatin Church Road. and with John •
g
erts to Mr. Rollie Luter.
Mrs. with the county, agent by giving
Luter is the attractive 'daughter information on improved methods
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Roberts to new members of the association.
"Hello, Mary, it's 'good-bye' hot-kitchen for me; I'm getting
of this community. Mr. Luter
is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
my pew Electric Rouge tOclaY and you can visit me in the zuirts_
,
Bath
county_
__(armers__ who.____had
_
-.Joe
rulernear Martin's Chapel, spread
ground by a - slate
ing
now for my kitchen will be...
lime
and is employed at the Paducah crusher sowed
most of such land. to
Hosiery Mill at Murray. They will alfalfa.
make their -home fpr the Present
• I
with Mr. Liter's parents.
Over 7, 000 baby .chicks have
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Roberks end been
imported into Eilliott eounty,
children. and Rodolph-ThsT•erts. all
apd .a high.percentage raised by
of Michigan, and Mr. and
Mrs. following
the clean chick program.
Leon Roberts of Oklahoma
City.
Okla.:: spent the first week of
July with their parents, Mr.
and Built Up Strength
'Ma:e H. -4.. Roberts, family,
and
By Taking Cardui
other relatives. They spent
the
Here's her men account of how
Fourth of July at Pine Bluff.
Mrs. T. W. Hardin, of Greer, S. C.,
We are looking forward to
ASSURED WITH AN ELECTRIC RANGE
the 'was benefited by taking Cardui:
revival which begins at the
Cher- "I suffered a great deal from weakry Corner Baptist Church the
fifth 'nets in my back and pains in my
A comfortable, clean, cool, airy kitchen is yours if
...Sunday in Jule'.• Everyone welside and felt so miserable," she
corned
Coloc4- we--sleed-Y-41u
-have felAseesEI erift-f-ttsititmed-nsetirods- wittetteeth c
-t-write& 'T read toirardiii and decooking.
• eided to try it. I felt better after
-"Cupid"
/ took my first bottle, so kept on
There was an increase of 25 per- taking it as I felt such a need of
WITHOUT flames,. fumes, soot or danger—no run.
trerohgt
."h, and it helped me so
cent in the planting of _certified sm
much."
out of oil, coal or wood—the electric range rening
Irish Cobbler potato seed in CarThousands of women testify Cardut
tains and uses All heat for cooking. None is wasted in
e
benefited
ter county thisthem. If It doei
VOLT. consult a ohestelan. not benefit
heating the room.
•
\

A Record Breaking Demand Has Sent Chevrolet Produc.
lion to Its Highest'Total in Four Years.
lion cars and trucks. This tremen-

-

everybo*

Modern
Can
- venient
Economical

?L.
te and
okra)

e1934--Gigf *elle .1 COM*

Not Everybody in Rowland's_ South boundary line, Book 38. Rage 838, records of Calone hundred sixty , 181)) toleis to, loway County, KentyckY, rater-,
Calloway county sub- the
beginning,contio
sixty- once to which two deeds is here
scribes to the Ledger four 60 acres, more ning
or less. and made for ioniser description.
t Times but nearly being .the same land deeded to For the purchase price the pur-

Calloway County
Lumber Co.

"COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN"
Garnett Jones
Kirk A. Pool

FT

AUTO ODDITIES
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Murray, Kentucky

\'/HEN Summer hums a gypsy tune, it
inspires the
urge to break away from the confines of every
day life and
take a vacation.
,
But it won't do to break away completely.
Some touch
must be kept up with the office and home to
prevent needless worry.
_.
Long distance-teteplioni-seivice provides
the
means for a satisfactory vooce=trip back home, necessary
at surprisingly low cost.
'The "long distance" operator, wherever
you go, will
gladly tell you the cost of s call, and
explain the different
classes of- service.
Vacation time, or any other time, you will
find long ,
distance telephone calls are quick, clear,
effective and reasonable_in cost.

Southern Bell Telephone and TelegrapV-Co.

Electricity is the cheapest, the most depenclAble,

the

most satisfactory servant from the standpoint of price,
economy and efficiency. Buy your electrical appliances
now.

ELECTRICITY IS THE CHEAPEST THING
YOU BUY!

Keptucky-Tennessee Light and Power Cool
System
the Associated

MO .11 NM MIN

MURRAY,

KENTUCKY
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Plans Macreror
Tobacco Control

AAA4Program

Gil

AFT ERNOON, J1JL4, 1934.

in the contro ,j
oassoossogo Tennessee ere
..XLOIA3JO1
r:
spending their vastages are peeper maturity In the be taken to use titermometers that cation with
order of sale of the Callcway Cirtheir parents azid
A certain tract or parcel cif land to the begs/using. collo:mine forty
field. cieeftil housing methods to are reliable that read together.
cuit Court, rendered at 'the April lying
erandperents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim
and being in the 1st. Murray i40) acres, more or less.
:Mold britiiing. ample circulation
Since the time for cutting to- Weather.
term thereof, 1934. in the above District
of said Calloway CountY,
.
Being the same land deeaed to
John H. Bondurant
•al see in the barn, a wood roof bacco is almost at hand, farmers
Bill Wrather lost a fine cow last
Plans for the administration of cause for the purpose of payment Kentucky, lying on the North side John A'" "Aiitlerson by deed of R.
The most. de. should begin now to make Immo week
There is no farm job or task in and tight walls
from eating sorghum eine. the
Kerr-Smith tobacco act, an- of Two Thousand Eight Hundred of a Public Road leading from B. Lassiter and wife. et. A. Lissiion with the production of sirable type of barn for housing,__rations for improving their curing Otho Clark also lost a
and Twenty -One and 97-100 Dol- Marray. Kentucky, to Lynn Grove, ter, dated Nov. 20. 1917, of
fine animal nounced through the
record
Kentucky lars
-cured tobacco that fits into is one w-hich provides for ventila- methods THey will be more than last weak, .
i$2.821.971 and six per cent Kentucky. and described by metes In the office of the County Court
College
of
tion
needed
neeir
fountlfe
as
or
at
Agricultur
e,
repaid
added
in
returns
provides
° .AA tobacco reduction pro.
All farmMarvin Miles, Mr and Mrs. Rayand
bounds
as
follows:
for a tax of 2S per cent of the annum interest thereon from DeClerk of Calloway County, Kenbetter -h
tan t
he curing
i
Of dation .and at the ridge or gable. ers-who have used better curing mond Story and others made
a
Beginning at the southwest car- Mahe In Elass/ Beak M.Pain, LIU
Isa.seawea„"ai •
market value -an all tobacco pre" combat IA. 1.922, until paid and the
Them am many chanties that
-tars heal plead end am
101selfaelt Lake last week'
hr-' lamihr
deed by sievieSti who do not 1*- ,caists tuteerai estpanoad, 45,- •
acreage are striving or take place within the tobacco continuing to use them
•Miti- by. dug .ot
mar of Section 2L Township
Tobacco
Mr. .and Mrs. Dennis Boyd. Mc eine,
'dated- August 20, 1920 of' record in'
tax-payment warranik.aither proceed to offer for sale at the Binge 4. East,
strive tee- produce 'tobacco plant in. the cultibg 'and crirlig buyers afe- constantly asiatig for and Mrs Roscoe Hayes
runs
thence East
Mr. ea under production
seie office In Book 4.5. page 033.
adjustment con- court house dour .in Murray KenVeber quality. Better quality process. The green tobacco loses Better quality tobacco and they Mrs. Leslie Ellis Mrs.
with the Section Line- arid with
Alice fells_ tracts or by allotment
s made to tucky to the highest bidder at pubFor the purchase price the.
usually means a better Sons of water by evaporation. heartily endorse modern Methods C. R. Paschall and
said_Piablic Road eighty- t801 poles
daughters. non-contracting
qiiid the higher the price re- Also, many chemical -changes take of curing as a means of producing Misses Viola and
Predue*ers.
chaser must execute bond with
John lic auction. on Monday. August 6. to a stake: thence North
Ethel attended H. Bondurant,
and
county agent, will 1934, tome being the first day of
ceived the higher the reduction place in the curing process. Under better quality.
the Doran funeral at Murray Sunthe Section
line approved securities. bearing legte
discuss the tobaco reduction pro- the regular August term of Callo- parallel with
Calloway county should continue day afternoon.
payments will be
proper conditions high humidity
eiglity
,
4801
poles
to a rock; thence interest from the day of sale ungram including the Kerr-Smith way Circuit Court, at 1 o'clock
A reduced production provides prevails and evaporation continues to lead the district in the proMr. Douglas Moore. who hes
West and garallel with the Section til paid. and having the force and
Act at 2 P. M. Saturday, July 21. or thereabout, upon
snore space in the barn .which is at a rapid rate until the curing duction of quality tobacco.
a credit of line eighty (80) poles to a rock in
been sick a long while at his
effect of a judgment. Bidders
_
at the courthouse.
six months, the following described the west
an
essential
home near Wiswell, is reported
step . in
adapting is almost finished. Many barns
line of said Section 21: be prepared to Comply promptly
The
property,
Kerr-Smi
th
being
Act
and
authorize
lying
,modorrr methodi of curing. As- of tobacco, in recent years. have
d
in
much worse and that his wife, is
Cal- thence South, with the West line with these terms—George S. Hart.
issuance to contracting growers loway County, Kentucky, to wit: ,of
-limning a good_ well ripened to- been cured with excellent results
ill of a fever*
said Section eighty (SO) poles Master Comni,ssioner.
non-t
with
the
ransferabl
highest
e
temperatu
tax-paym
re
ent
not
warbacco crop in the field, the methrants
exceeding
expressed
100
in
degrees
F.
pounds of toThe
ods followed in housing and curElder Harvey Morrison of DeLow first cost is only the beginning of Ford V-8 economy. In
bacco and covering thit amount of
• ing may add to or substract from control of the . barn humidity in troit assisted the pastor. Bro. John
41, oil.tePairs and upkeep. this 80 -horsepower, 8-cylinder
8
tobacco
curing
which
process is also import- Clark.such contracting
the quality of tobacco produced, the
in a revival at Oals _Greee
truck actually operates at a lower ton-mile cast thasi-o-e-Ur-peo
. &Kers are perreutteat-to-rnarttet
----depeteeitzo----upaer-.-tne
praeelien
s
t week, at winch there were
,
under their _contracts.
ueed.-Porninatelyowith,ehe.propfr
In addition to proper ventilation 10-- conversions.
"
Funeral services or Gerald OtitBro.
Morrison
In
additiaa.
J. the farmair---ma- ma in
-the- Seenstery of
urged the-Aineer•ed-titoget-the es- land, -threw months-end thirtinse
to a great..,eittant_
ed as an aid in determining the perienee ;of salvation..
1-...folin days old son of Mr, and Mrs. Beet Agriculture may hen* in, ano
Igenneeepary As proper eims."'conditions wider - which Ciiring is
county
further viarrists. cover...Mg
5-10, -14—Ibat believeth_hath the .rehliand, were held Sunday after-ttrrtotmt-.-of-- tobareo- tip- to -6
thfl aad curing. Partnere are real- teknie ,Ila" This inet'dierm is- Withees -111-hfrinielf.'"-- • '
0! 110 -ocTock The Rev. J.
nothing
ising this fact as „never before,
per cent of the aliment covered by
more than two thennomeThe Quarterly Conference at E. Skinner was in charge aid
throughout the tobacco producing tere, with a' wet bulb atMetiect -to
the warrants issued to contracting
this place Saturday eget Sunday burial was in the Outland cemeare
producers.
of the country and great (Me. By 'its use the humidity or
was fine.
Bro. Fain, of Paris tery. The infant 'is survived by
tdrUes are being Made irsoadapt- ainoune of moisture.- in the air as
Under provisions of the Kerrpreached Saturday morning and the parents and several brothiprs
trig proper curing facilities for well as the barn temperature can
Smith .Act, the sign-up has been
Bro. 0. C. le'rather, presiding end sisters.
all types of tobacco.- re-opened until July 28, giving
be known at any time. In other elder. on Sunday. Mrs. Nina McThe four stages in the housing -words, it helps take the guess out
eligible growers, who did not sign
Larin of Paris, in, her billt'SiTur. and curing of fire-eured tobieco
contracts another opportunity to
of the curing problem_ . Mygruot- day on missions. 'said she thought
are wiltng
yellowing_ coloring eters may be boulet on Use, mites -a
.Opoe1012.e.scepe the-pityment-of-thie
church without
missionar
yarid tire:7' '-'
rt. fact< -Invieleitriet or "home-made' with the use
•
• tax.- -Tax exemption warrants WM
society was like a home without
Health is very good at this writnot be issued to any non-contract,.
a mother.
ing except a few cases Mrs. Mac
ing grower unless it is impossible
At this place Saturday afternoon Riley is gradually growing worse'
to give him an equitable allotment
at /close of quarterly conference. with cancer. Mrs. Jack Riley of
under a tobacco production -adBro_ W. A Baker conducted the Gobo section Le no better.
justment contract. Application .for
funeral of -Joe Latimer, year old
Ohl so hot, dry and dusty. tax exemption warrants will be
_riefee.02 Mr_ and Mrs...JohnLatimer Everything is needing nee.
Early made at the county agent's office.
whose death was caused by colitis. corn is almost half damaged
and An announcement win be made
We know --the dear babes are cepa be redeemed.
later.- as to the date they will be
safe with Jesus axed ;All ever
Mrs Main-' Alexander pf the available.
"be satisfied-, yet frIPrrexperience
Prior to the opening of the marneighborhood
is
we know there is much' sorrow in Spring Creek
visiting Dennie P. Alexander this kets, marketing cards will be.
giving them up.
week and attending the meeting issued to all contracting producers
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Gupton. who at Locust
Grove.
and to all nen-contracting growmien-Ones-era] days near LaCenter,
Bulah Coleman preached at Lo- ere for whorn'applications for, tax'ky.. visiting Mrs. Gupten't relapayment warrants have been aptives, were-ectisenPlaileil home hy cust Grove Sunday, The protracted
are
oven. The amount of tax-exempt
oneeting
begen
on
that
dare
Miss Jimmie Coopet. who: will
tobacco .whichmoths evolver_ will
Hesson
arriving
Wu_
ilap:41;01
'sweet -Several weeks. With her
be alloWed -to
-wilt -be stated
sister, Mrs. Gupton. and Mr. Gup- will continue the services for two
on his rnarkelfhg card_
weeks.
, tort
•
Mr and Mrs. Claude Luther and
NEW V-S
Mr. and Mrs. Hezzie Chaelton
Futl-ItoATITIG
Grant coinity has made more
DUAL. DOWN-DRAFT
PERFECTED
nd children returned to their daughter. of Wingo. visited Mc
ENGINE
IncorpOrated
ISAR AXLE
CARSURITION
improvement in livestock shipped
TORGUE-TUSII
Boyd
last
Sunday.
.
home in Detroit Saturday. Mr.
Phone 170
Murray, Ky.
trouble-free. An
.. Housing, not sale. carGlen Harris carried his little girl to the Cincinnati Union
...Means sisaolinessoeson.y.
and nqh_ rod drive .
tockand Mrs. Bryan Wrather, also of
118▪ .horsreprreer „ 8-c y I Ind er,
.
ries load. "Spills'" ImoosGives quicker startiat in
Transmits braking and driv
V-type enifirse . . with
4 Detroit. have been visiting fela- to. Louisville for treatment of in- yards than any other county. a
slide.Shaft removable withcold weather, smoother
Int forces directly to frame.
power,
speed,
rugged
juries
nessf
she received from a fall survey shows.
or
out jacking up. Insures
operation
at
fives here.
all
Sprinqs free to absorb road
speede,
less
..,
heaviest job*.
lon• trouble-free s•rvice.
•
dilution of crankcase
shocki.
Miss lanuise ,Radford of Puryear, recently.
About 150 friends of Mrs. Ophie
Tenn., was a visitor of her aunt.
Mrs. Minnie Smotherman, Sater- Watson surprised her with a birthday.
day dinher. Mrs. Watson did not
ENGINE
SPECIAL
Mrs. McC_oirais and daughter .of know any thing about the dinner
EXCHANGE
FINISH
until she returned from church
. After.normal life of enOnly truck with this new
and she surely was surprised sep
title. for $4.1.511 (P.
.
bakedsearimellialah,is wide
Parts Bronchi you can have
returning when she saw the long
nosey or colors.foe
Calloway Cireolt Collet ,
,
•is-coodifflooad •••••1
MAK bane., toneaseensetable loaded with custards pies, New York Life Insurance Co..
stalled—In •few hours.
Ina beauty,
fried Chicken 'arid many other
Plaintiff
Lyn trews thrtrath Usiversei Creels Co.
things- good 'to- eat. -No-Weber% -the -fathomed Ford Farm., Pldn.
Vs. Judgment
friends, and relatives, too nuns- John A. Anderson
AUTH
emus to mention, gathered in arid .
ORIZED
FORD DEALERS
Defendant
after dinner was over: Mrs Zylpha
By virtue. of a judgment and
Alexander.- of Stubblefield neighborhood. preached a real good ser- •
mon followed by testimonies from
different ones. After the service
J was over,: all, bid Mrs. Watson
'goodbye, wishing for 'her many
more happy birthdays.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennie P. Alexander and daughter. Mr. end 'Mrs
Curt Newsome. and Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Alexander Went
TennesFirst of all, the newest' see River last Friday to
on a fish
Buick is built to be a Buick fry. They report a nice time.
(LOWEST PRICE IN BUKK HISTORY)
—"Lary Ned"
throug

4111

S. Pleasant Grove ,

Outland Infant
Is Burled Sunday

Kirksey Kinklets

FORD V-8

Trucks and
Passenger Cars

GREAT TRUCK VALUE

i

sold by the

BEALE MOTOR COMPANY

Only the Ford If-8 offers all these important features

1.4

t

"Watch the Fords Go By"

America's FASTEST SELLING CAR!

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

TRUCKS

New Low Price Un-1
equalled for the
Quality It Buys

'Series oo—Seet to ees Sena eo—St ro-te St;to. Series
to.
$1675. Series 90—$18-75 to Sri?". Lag PIK=
•t Hist, Mich. All priees sarbjeet to chaiegeseithosst
moue. illustratt4 below it mod" 48, Me at Flat.
5-part4t Espiipillkir extra: Thirit falai at ma rave charge.

.4.,

Yr

..);41-roor

•

:-A Straight Eight
TiorsepoWer
85 miles per hour
15 riiiles per gallon!

HE TRAVELED 900 MILES...
AND LEARNED HOW TO'SAVE MONEY!

h and through.
"Then, it is given a price—lowest in
CITY DIRECTORY
Buick history and unequalled today
for the'qUality it buys—which puts_
covingtoti,
-Tts value bey-Ond coinPirison. Big, A:
Offices in
lbeautiful, modern, it is upholstered
First National Bank Bldg.
in fabrics of exclutsive smart design.
West Main Street
Unmatched in petforma9ce by any Telephones, Office 176;
Res. National Hotel
other balanced car, its dependability
is attested by Buick records of 30
B. F. BERRY
years. For it has every famous Buick
feature. Thousands have waited for
Dentist
suilka.car at sucb.0 price. They are
First National Bank Bldg.
buying now. 711ey are getting
—PHONES—
deliveries now.
Office 26
Re% 103

•
MAKES "2-TRIP" TEST—Mr.J. P.
Cochrane, Waban, Meas. — Cheyrolet
owner. Read how Gulf-lube madle•sur.
prising difference in his oil MIRK
•

"Recently, drove my car from
Boston to Montreal—using a wellknown 25c0 oil. And at Chestertown, N.Y.,I had to add a quart-

{

—using a well, known 25c* oil,
had to add a
quart at Chestertown, 293 miles
from Boston"

"Later Lima occaaioo 10cower
the same route—and_ this time I
used Gutf-tubezirtoolicusethrew
tire distance between Montreal and

a Little Better"

- CHESTERTOWN

Bostoti(450 miles)-157 miles farther than the oilI had previously used

SUPERIOR CLEANERS
Export Natters

I WASH PANTS Cleaned and
Pressed

• "First trip (Bos-

c ton to Montreal)

Second trip (over
some route) — using
Gulf-Tube I went the
whole distance, 450
miles, before a quart
was needed"

293 miles from Boston.

DRY CLEANING
Do It

•

sits Mr. J. P. Cochrane, of Waban,
Mass."But I'vechangedmy thinking!

PIANO TUNING
AND
REPAIRING
2.3 Years Experience
Free Estimates, Work Guaranteed
In
46-4t Johnson Music Co.
MUKKAYs HIHNI913431e1F-

ftWife

•

USED TO THINK that all 25c*
motor oib were about alike,"

S. H. Henderson

_

D 1T-8 S t

—before a quart was consumed."

SAVE'MONEY L Switch to
Gulf-lube—the oil that went 2E04%
more miles per quart than 3 other

25c

PHONE 44

MACHINE'SHOP

e...
BOSTON

famous 25c5 oils in AAA tests. At
all cold stations. *Plus tax.
MAY. suit •11.11.1•40 CO.,PITTOSAJOGH. PA.

Repairing. Electric and, Acetylene
Welding and Ted Work.
Electrical Work.

•

FARRIS.MACHINE SHOP

L. S.. Anderson Motor Co., Inc.
108-10 North Seventh Streit.
Mayfield, Kentucky
CO.
L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR CO.
Paducah, Kentucky
Paris, Tennessee
WHEN. BETTER. AUTOMOBII.i.s ARE it!
11.1 — hUH K WIIsL.,151.31,D . THEM

L S. ANDERSON MOTOR

NORTH FOURTH

PHONE 377

GULF-LUBE

• Wach Repairing
- Avg. R. FURCHES
JEWELktY. GUNS. MUSICAL
NSTRUMENTS
at Johnson -Fein Made CoNnParle

The "High-Mileage" Motor Oil
•
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deed of R.
A. A Lissir. of record
iunty Court
lunty. Ken112.
INNINIer
)I" record in'
page 633.
cc the . purbond with
raring legal"
of sale une force and
bidders W111
y
promptly
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SECTION-ONE 1
Pages 1 to 6
New Series No. 244
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CIRCULATION APRIL l-204, SWORN
TO; DUITIUBUTION SHOWN

COUNTY SCHOOLS TO OPEN
MONDAY WITH NEW DEAL

•

iomy. In
• cylinder

THE LEDGER & TIMES

0
*$11.60 Per Capita to "One-Eyed" Cars Are
• Mean Higher Teach- Object of City Drive
er Pay
In notice to the general auto-

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekty NewspaPee
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, July
26, 1934.

11111•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Kinfolks No Aid to
Lad in City Court
Kinfolks in the city government weren't worth a tinker's
water barrier to young Pat
Wallis, son of Councilman Jesse
Wallis and Mrs. Wallis this
week.
Along with a group st young
companions, Pat decided to take
st plunge in the Murray Swimming Pool after closing. The
crowd was taken in tow by
Night Policeman Elias Robertson, who happens to be young
•Wallls'
liftuled into Pollee court before his grandfather, Judge
George Wallis, he still found
no sympathy and was fined
$3.66
•41.Pia inquired of his granddad
what the six cents were for
and was informed that it was
"sales tax."

Congressman W. V. Gregory Makes
Announcement for His Re-election
Incumbent Supported Presiii
dent Roosevelt 100 Per
Cent in House

Asks Endorsement

mobile
public, published
this
week, Chief of Pollee J. F. Hays
is giving fair warning to all.
drivers that both headlights must
be burning when driving in the
city at night.
Chief Hays says that not onlyare sone-eyed cars forbidden 'by
city ordinance but also that be
and the council members have
gotten many complaints from citizens about cars being operated
with only one headlight
The ordinance will be enforced,
Mr. Hays said.

BRENT HART RITES
Mrs. Hontas Sturgis
MONDAY MORNING Reti
res as Teacher

1
rive . .
, and dr1.
to frame.
.orb road

Credit Co.
unoce Pau.

a/

•

1111 I •

r
sing
the
450
uart
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$2 00

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CAL,
LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

••••••••
Frank Pool Grows Rare
Cluster of 8 Tomatoes
Frank Pool of South Fifth
street, has a cluster of eight
tomatoes weighing four pounds
and one ounce on display. at
Wear's Drug Store. The tomatoes are uniform in size and
color.
The fact that these tomatoes
ripened all at the same time
and their uniformity in size
has caused much comment and
many have viewed the fruit.
_Mr. Pool Is a suecelpfsttlind
experienced' grower of the edible fruit of a plant of the nightshade family and has grown
many rare specimens in his
patch at the rear of his yard
in the downtown section of
Murray. Mr. Pool planted the
fruit early in- the season and
used modern methods.

Plan Tobacco Curing
Program For F a 11

1
1
1
'
,
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CITY OF MURRAY GREATLY,. .
IMPROVES FINANCIAL RATING
Sheriff' Goes To
Reduced Indebtedness
Detroit Wednesday as Siste
sincr
Citie
easec
iti stHave
r___
PAYS AS IT GOES

EDD FILBECK IS
NAMED PRINCIPAL

c

JERSEY PICNIC TO
BE HELD AUG. 15

*

Gregory Is Praised for Support of
Veterans' Legislation in Congress

:V I

''''' Marshall.(raves. Heeri and Stewart Oinintles.
year elsewhere hi
$1.50 a
state of Kentucky.
a year to any addrem
'''''' other than above.
'
}I

The formal
announcement of
Ciangreasman W. V. Gregory, Mayfield, for re-election to the first
Sheriff Carl Kingins and Special
Alstrict seat in the national house
Deputy Calvin -Stubblefield left
of representatives is made this
Wednesday morning for Detroit
week after having 'been delayed
The rural schools of Calloway
where they will return J. P. James
several
days
due to the illenss of
county will open Monday with the
to this county. amines is Wanted
Mr._ Gregory.
halalatest prospects in more than
for- sterling from ir di h.A. A.firanind ststemelit-ed the City
Mr. uregory remained over
five year*. Due to the 'passage
of Murray, prepared by Herman
Washington at the close of the
cording to nein dispatch Adolphus Breech,
of the budget bill and the $11.410
shows a splendid record
arduou
s
session
of
per capita a seventh- months-term
Congress, mailHart is being held and is wanted of fiscal management during the
ing
in
June,
to confer with the
with considerably bet?er salaries
on the same charge.
four and a half years, ode
Seffrey
Federal Power Commission, the
for teachers are assured.
Bailey is else - thought to be in the
that speaksouwell f
for
tohre the
mayor,
Tennessee Valley Authority and/
Teachers salaries in Calloway,
the hands of the Detroit officials,
city
city
others interested in Aurora Dem.!
U in other counties of the state.
Bailey is wanted for storehouse- and all those responsible for the
His almost ceaseless labors on this
have been pitifully low the past
breaking and jail breaking.
management of municipal affairs.
project, which he attended to with
few years. many teachers not reFour years ago the city went on
energy and ability ia addition to',
ceiving enough for bare subsisthe "pay as you go" plan and has
0•044041.60.41.1••••••••••••••• his regular congressional
duties
tence and relief in the form of
weatiaered the depression in splenbrought Mr. Gregory home physbetter salaries tomes in the nick
did condition.
The cash basis
ically
exhausted and
he
was
of time for many of the instrucadopted by the city fathers has
obliged to take his bed - with
tors.
placed
the city's credit in an enmalarial fever almost immectiately
viable position and it ranks among
Supt. M. 6. Wrather announced
after his return home
Calloway teachers of agriculture
the highest of the municipalities
that a full seven-months term Well Known Resident Dies SunCON. W. V. GREGORY
Judge Gregory, who has served
The Washington, I). C. Evening
Herbert
Allbritten
Chosen 4 _at the
day Following Heart Attack;
are planning to hold several meetnation.
would be had in each county
Star. of Friday, July'13. c-ontaine admirably - lig- catinty judge of gress
Teach
Science
at
Murray
at-this
time. Due' to his ings .on tobacco curing. It
• From January 5, 1990 to Decem58 Years of Age.
school. The county high schools
is hoped
on the front page of its Maryland Graves county and as the Federal
High
School.
any
months of close contact that these meetings
ber 31, 1933, the City of Murray
wall open the first Monday in
'will aid farm.and Virginia edition an interest- district attorney for Western KenIth 'the project, he is regarded ers to improve.(heir
Funeral services for Brent Hart,
reduced its liabilities $15,538.08
ptember.
curing mething article, illustrated with a tucky, has been a member of the. as being
Former
Mayor
Edd
Filbeck
was and increased its surplus
more familiar with it ods this fall. The
58 years of age, were held at 10
$24,437.14,
agriculture elected principal of Mura-aa
photo of the subject, concerning national house since 1926, where than
A new attendance law was enhigh according to the
any other person. Negoti- teachers devoted conside
o'clock Monday morning from the
statement prerable time school to succeed T. A.
the retirement of Mrs. Hontas M. he has served with distinction to ations to
acted by the 1934 legislature and
Sanford, pared by
_clear the path for ac- last year to curing proble
Murray Church of Christ. Burial
Mr. Broach and pubms and by the Murray school board
Sturgis as principal of the ele- himself and many noteworthy ac- tual constru
Mr.-Weather said it would be put
last
ction of the dam are observed .the curing of
was in the Murray cemetery.
several week. Mr. Filbeck ii graduate of lished in this edition of The
mentary schools of Hyattsville, complishments for his constituents. not yet comple
In Sidon just as soon as the state
ted
and
barns
Mn,
Ledger & Times.
Mr. Hart died at his home South Maryla
Gregof tobacco. This summer
board was appointed.
It is due to his efforts that Mur- ory
nd. Mrs Sturgis. a native
Vanderbilt
University
and has
is one of the most important they have made further
of Murray Sunday following a
During this period the city restudy of done graduate
of Calloway county, and a sis- ray now has her beautiful, new and a decided
work
Following is the list of teach. heart attack.
at
George
"
ly
essential factor curing problems under
tired the following obligations:
Surviving are his ter to Ceylon Miller, this
tobacco Peabody College. Nashville.
which was
county. postoffice,
era for the rural schools:—
delayed
in
the
success
-since fire truck, $5,200; light and water
ful conduct of these experts at the University
widow_ _and six childieno...-Dan
of Ken-_ joining the high school
has held that pasition for the past almost twenty years until Mr. negotiations.
Cherry, Hugh Hurt; Coldwater, Hart,
faculty bonds, $9.000 and paid $2.500
..tucky.
Ralph Hart. and Glenn 17 years.
on Gregory got active and put the prolast
"'Rex Watson. Lucile Kingins; Dex- Hart,
year...
,
IhT city nil. To, The meantialt
A trip through Cheatham Counand three daughters, Ella
As a result of his splendid and
The superintendent of Hyatts- ject through.
Herbert Allbritten. a graduate
ter, Inell Walston. Bessie B. Hurt; Hoyt.
Mr. Gregory has
ty,
interest
Tenn.,
Judy Frances and Anna ville schools
Constru
on
to
outstan
ctive
work
in
ding
observe the curing of
behalf of
bonds has
paid the following the record of having gotten more
Murray State -College, was been
East Shannon. Hubert Bell, Odell Vay. He
Aurora Dam, a number of-Callo- practices of some of the best growmaintained in a
leaves a brother, Dr. P. tribute to Mrs.
perfect
Sturgis upon her for his people throughout the diselected on July 21 to teach physHodges; Outland. Lee Crass. Mary A. Hart.
ers
record
of
way
of
and three sisters, Mrs. J. retirement.
that
on-time payments and
cove-ay voters who never becounty Is also being ics
"Her
underatanding trict, in all communities, than any
and chemistry at Murray High
Lou Outland; Pottertown, Essle A. Colema
the
propose
city
fore hate supported Mr. Gregory
d. Growers who made the
had rash on hand, at the
n, Mrs. Ralph Stanfield, nature and her attenti
School,
on to small congressman who has represented
Hale, Eva Roberts, McCuiston. and
trip last year considered it a
close of the year. $3,449.31.
Miss Ruby Heart.
very
details made Mrs. Sturgis one of the Gibraltar in two generations. have pledged him tlitir" ballots
Mr.
Allbrit
Mary Falwell, Corene Thurman;
receive
ten
d
his
The pallbearers were: E. B. HolOn street bonds, which is an
and actaze support in his campaign profitable one and were very
During the
the most successful principals in
bachelor of science degree from
past session, Mr.
Smotherman. Koska Jones, Chris- land, Thomas
obligation against property ownBanks, Ed Stubble- the county and endear
• much impressed with the excellent Murray State College in 1931.
Gregory supported President for re-alection.
ed
her
to
Grogan.
For
ers but is collected by the city a
field, Tom Williams, Joe Weeks,
Mr. Gregory's statement to the way in which the Cheatham counteachers and pupils alike". He 'Roosevelt
two years he served as laboratory
wholeheartedly
and
ancleave,- Keith Morr:s, Beur- and Pat Thompson.
ty farmers handle their tobacco
total of $19,500 has been paid with
in assistant in the department
added. "In _a kindly way she was loyally on the President's entire people of.tais county and district
of $7.115 paid in interest, a
dean M. Wrather; Blakely, Murelle
the field and in the barn.
total of
able to maintain strict discipline program. As a result of his fol- appears on page three of the first
chemist
ry.
his
major
field. Last $26,615.08. The remain
Clendenon;
Backusburg.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING
Noma
ing due on
among her pupils and teach them lowing the leadership of the Pres- sect:on of this issue.
year Mr. Allbritten conducted a the
•
Stubblefield; Brooks Chapel, Lustreet
bonded assessment is
politeness
and high
study center at Water Valley,
principles ident he has been falsely and
cile Walston: Center Ridge, S. L.
$18,615.08.
The Mt. Carmel graveyard will along with
their regular lessons." maliciously accused by some as
Ky. He is the son of Mr. arat-fdrs.
Evans; Chestnut Grove, Mrs. Sim be cleaned Saturday, August
The
audit shows that the city
4. 'Mrs. Sturgis has not been home having been untrue to the world
B. S. Allbritten of Calloway
McCutcheori; Elm drove, Prentice All persons interested in the
has not had an open account due
grave- in - several years, her last time at war veterans of the nation.
County.
Mr.
salter; Edge, Hill, Hoyt Jones, yard are asked to be present
in more than three years. TM
Hundreds of Callowayans are
. home being upon
While attending Murray State
occasion of Gregory has in his. possession a
int, Menne L. Morris.
city's surplus is now $113,713.01.
The connect for the corning year the death of her the
taking typhoid shots this year.
College. Mr. Allbritten was presmother. about letter from the chairman of the
Murray haa more than seven
Dr. J. A. Outland has been rushFlint Valley, Owen BIllingtoti; will be let
American Legion's national legisfive years ago.
-ident of the senior class. a-mereGoshen, Mable Hicke; Gunters
lative committee, thanking him Postponed on Account of Secre- ed with the giving of shots and ber of the -Allenian.Society. Chem- mile, *If paved *reels - and aimed
that many miles of gravel streets.
about 700 were given at the offices
The live-a1-home program is
Flat. R. T. R. Braswell; Grindstone.
tary Wallace Being at
Seventeen acres of sericea les- for his loyal and active support of
istry and Physics Clubs, and -colThe paved streets were built is*
last Saturday. The health offices lege
Tobin Braswell; Green Plain, Mable sponsored in Jackson county by pedeza were"cutfor
Paducah July 31.
band.
hay in Powell the Legion program. Mr. Gergory
192&
The gravel streets have
are open for this work on MonSteely; Heath, Mrs. Ottis Patton; every community and 4-H club, county, with satisfa
Mr. Allbritten took post graduate
ctory yields of said that veterans had been askbeen measurably improved within
day and Wednesday mornings and
Hickory Grove, Mozelle Lynri; cooperating with relief workers. good quality
ing
The
annual
to
Callow
take
work
ay-Graves
hay reported.
their affairs out of
at Murray State College in the
past two years. ApproximateHarris Grove, Modest Brandon;
••-•
politics and that he had voted ex- Jersey picnic, which was originally on Saturdays.
1932.
ly 520,000 worth of concrete curbs
Kelly. None Orr,
.•
actly that way by voting to place scheduled to be held July 31, has
and gutters were put in last .wfti:
Landon. Russel J. Watson: Locust
been postponed until August 15
the matter entirely in the
hands
ter under the FrWA, which are
Grove, Lela
Cain; Macedonia.
on account of the speaking at
of the Frresident.
not carried as ,an "spier on the
Douglas Shoemaker; Malory, TillMr. Gregory's many loyal ,sup- Bob Noble Park, Paducah, July
,city's books.
man
Taylor; Martin's
Chapel,
31. at which the Hon_lienrY Walporters point out that it would
In 1931, the cita /purchased the
be
Marth-a Key; Independence, Myrtle
dangerous to the ultimate Success lace, United States Secretary of
Congressman W. V. Gregory has American Congres
present city hall on the South side
Chapman: New Providence, Ruth
Agriculture, will be the principal
s. It will take of the Aurora
Dam project to reof the square,. which was reFormer United State Senator and the privilege of
Montgomery; Palestine, Frances been praised for his support of relief
speaker.
hearing Mr. Staninto the desolate homes of move him from his seat in
veterans' legislation in Congress.
modeled into e/completely modern
former Governor of Kentucky, ley were delight
ConRoss; Paschall, Lenon Hall.
The
Callow
ay-Graves
ed,
at
picnic
the beauti- city
will
13,900 dependent widows and orheadquarters
Pleasant Grove, Ruth Overby; in a letter received from J. K
with offices,
be held at Backusburg on the Hon. A. 0. Stanley delivered a ful language and troughrs• of the
court room; fire department and
Rosin Ridge. Pauline Waldrop; Rankin, outstanding
Mississippi phans of World War veterans, a Mrs. Sophronia Harrison
Prince Hughes place, the same scholarly and extremely _interest- former governor and statesman,
Diet in Mayfield Sunday place where the July 4th -Home- ing address to the students of who is regarded as one of the jail.
Russell's Chapel, Fred D. Bartell; representative and, chairman of vast majority of whom received
Abodt. $75,000.00 worth of new
Murray State College in chapel ablest thinker
Salem, Myrtle Crawford; Stone, the house committee on World their disabilities in the firing line
coming was held..
s of the nation.
lateral 'lines will be added to the
Mrs. Sophronia Catherine DuOtho Winchester; Smith, ha Prath- War Veterans' LVgialation.
on the Western Front. The disNot only will hundreds of Jer- Wednesday morning. Senator
Mr.
Stanley
is
at
present
chair- city aiewer system which is
The letter is self-explanatory abled ex-service men
er; Steelyville, Elizabeth Walker;
by a man of the Interna
to be
and their laney Harrison. 74 years of age, sey men from the two counties Stanley was also heard
tional Joint purchased
from
Spring Creek, Mrs Cordell. Wal- and is published herewith. Mr. dependents owe you a lasting debt died at het home in Mayfield and Western Kentucky be present miraber of his' friends and adthe
private
Bounda
,
C_CeriMI
ry
taion_ with head,
__Torpo
Gregor
ration
y
is
mirer.Sancl
especia
now
eYFUn
lly
from
eral sesviees- were hut-hundred:Iof latisiliesa men will
drop; S4oh, OlaLs C. Underwood_
---,wising it as
praised for of gratitude _Ica your splendid
down-town
Who quarters in Washington.
• Follow- ,loon as the legal details
conducted
Smith 116-ivard,
Monday
— R. L. 'Cooper; II Support of legislation "benefit- services in their behalf.
can be
morning at join their farmer friends on the learned that he was to speak. He ing his address here
he
left
fosteo
mplete
ting
widows
d.
was introduced by Dr. Carr, presand orphans. whom,
Shady Hill, Evelyn Scott; ThompThanking you again for your as- Burnett's Chapel. She' leaves six pleasant annual gathering.
Morganfield where he is speakmany
Under
think, have been neglected sistance and support,
this arrangement, the city
ident of the college, who said
n. 011ie Harrison, Murray,
son. Thelma Jones; Utterback, T.
and with childre
v
ing today to a meeting of the will
borrow a portion of'the money
Ja a son and . J. H. Dulaney, west
C. Colly; White Oak. Connie Mae to the advantage of veterans who very best wishes, I remain '
Several Harlan county farmers that one of the most distinguished American Legion. He - rill
Speak
from the government while the
suffered no actual war or service
of Murray, was st---brottier.---She who planted 17 acres
of Kentuckians needed no introMiller;
,
Wyatt,
Sincerely your friend,
Herman
Cole;
of certified
in Bardwell Friday to a district
government will make an outright
duction to a KentuckY audience.
was the eldest of twelve children, Irish Cobbler seed
- ----Waters, Guy Lovins; Woodlawn; disabilities and have been drawJ. K Rankin, Chairman,
potatoes are
meeting
of
world
war
veteran
s. gift of the remainder.
Senator Stanley was at his
Burline Winchester; Pine Bluff, ing heavy compensation.
Committee on World War eleven of which survive her.
expecting a good yield
The attention of all citizens is
The letter follows:
usual best in his address on "The
Ruth Keys; Pleasant 11111, Mrs.
Veterans' Legislation.
called to the financial stateme
Philosophy of History" and despite Judge Gregory in.
Washington, D. C.
Leon Miller.
nt
Speech Here Monday published in detail herein as it is
the intense heat'his entire audience
June 29. 1934
printed
was
by
held
the
almost spell-bound by his
city for the inHon. William V. Gregory, M. C.,
Congressman
spendid and appropriate remarks.
W
V. Gregory, formation of all taxpayers and
Mayfield, Kentucky.
Mayfiel
citizens
d.
.
Near the close of his reinarks,
addressed the voters of'
Senator Stanley paid a glowing. the county here Monday afternoon
Dear Gregory:—
R. S. Mason, Eddyville, candidate
tribute to President Roosevelt as from a sound truck on the cou
court
By Pat Wear
for the Democratic nomination for
tor-; are namely, Smith, of the the great humanitarian
I wanted to
who was square. Judge Gizgory has been_
see you before Congre
ss will speak to the voters
Mason Memorial Hospital; Atkins, using all the resources
of govern- ill and due to his voice being
FuN
There is such an unusual arHuman Suffering, Crop Damages Congress adjourned and to thank of Callow
ay county here Saturday
of Murray State College; Coving- ment to bring the nation
'temporarily weakened by his Myou personally for your support
out of
Mount in Searing Temperarangem
ent
and
.such
unique
hap- ton and Russell, private.
afternoon at four o'clock either
ness,
the
used
the
depress
sound
ion
truck
of
and pledged his
to
veterans' legislation_
tures Everywhere.
'
in the circuit court room or in the penings io thei Murray Softball
If there is an 'argument to be support, as a private citizen,
reach his large audience.
to
I particularly wanted to express court yard.
Judge Gregory was taken ill Death Came
League that it ai thought the soft- settled about softball • rules there Mr. Roosevelt's program.
at Clinic of PeritenThe heat* wave toll mounted to my thanks for your support of my ,Former Courtly
pours out of the
Judge C. A.' Hale ball fans of 'Western Kentucky immediately
, after his return from
The younger persons in the shortly,
Ms; Rites Held at South
5430 lives Monday while nearly all Widows and Orphans bill, FL R. has been
ranks
appointed
five
•
Washin
coaches
gton
should
campaign
Coaches audience who had not
and left his room to
.
know about it, and here
Pleasant Grose,
sections of the nation sweltered. 9936, which passed right in the manager
before had
Cutchin arid Stewart of Murray
in this county for Mr. fou,are.
prosecute his campaign and, meet
The drouth criais was intensified dying hours of Congress, and Mason_ Mr. Mason:
State;
Coach
Funeral services for Dillon Reed
Holland of Murray
-was here Mon
0ri no A
' On the Murray Legue *vim
,
_ the voter' against his doctor's
with searing temperatures that _which President Roosevelt has day meeting the
Camsway,
- voters -year's or-age, were
a‘eal
there are "just" If/ sets of broth- High School: Coach Deweese
crftlers.
- _blasted
vegetation and -added just signed. It.is one of the most
__
held this morning at - 11' o'cloc.k
ers, a thing that this league chal- Almo High: and Coach Jeffrey of
_
thousands of livestock casualties arreiliorfous pieces of veterans'
Lynn Grove High.
from the "South Pleasant Grove
Baer-Carnera Fight Picture lenges any other league
The annual meeting for the elec.
-of its
between the Mississippi River and legislation
ever passed
by the
church. The Rev. L L.
HERBERT ALLBRITTEN
Coming to Capitol Monday size- to equal. To prove to your • The most unusual play made tion of officers and employment
Jones
Rocky Mountains.
Agronomists
was in charge of the services
satisfaction that this is the waele in the first half, was in the game of an 'executive secretary of the
and
placed crop losses- at many millbetwee
Reed the riessifted Guinan'.
n
burial
Jones
Drug
was
and
in
the
Callow
As
the
Bank
a special added attraction at truth here are the names Of the,
a4 County Chapter of the
church cerneterY.
ions ofnaollars.
of
Murray
,jar.
.
Robert
Carrawa
"buck"
'Y died at the Clinic
the Capitol Theatre Monday and brothers and the team to . which
"Jones Americai Red Cross Will be held
Quiocy, Ill., was the hottest spot
'uesday night of peritonitis. An
Tuesday, the Columbia Amuse- they are affiliated. Another fact was at bat and hit a liner to in the courthouse -fat 4:00 o'clock
the nation with 112 degrees rePreston
EDD IFILBECK
operati
Jones,
on was performed in an
the Bank's third Friday afternoon, July 27. 1934.
ment Co.. Inc.. is bringing to the you will notice is that on only
two sacker, who
rted; throughout the -; Middle
effort to save his life. No,
in turn threw to
sport fans of Murray, the complete teams does mom than one
Evatra person who contributed
had
brother first basema
'
West'thermometer! were universalbeen ill since Friday.
n Charles Jones who as, much as one dollar
round-by-round championship bat- appear: 0. B. Boone, -Para-era; W.
to Red
ly well above the century mark.
Put R. Jones out, hence the play Cress during the
Mr_ Carraway is survived
tle of Max Baer and "Man Moun- Boone, Sunburst; T. 1301
year July
by his
Keokuk, Iowa and St. Louis simJones; was frem Jones
widow, Mrs.
to Jones to Jones 1933 to June 30, 1934, is urged. to
tain" Primo Camera which was H. Bell, Cleaners: R./ Churchi
Curdle Carratiray.
ll, for the put
mered at 108 and Minneapolis reMurray. and two sons. Tellus
out. And whit's more attend this meeting and is
staged recently and which fight Parkers; M. Churchill,
entitled
and
Plumbers; they have
ported 106.
,
Delmon,
no bond of kinship to a vote. If anyone is in
and three
determined Max Baer as the suc- G. Jeffrey, Bluebirds; "Boots"
daughters.
doubt
Jef- between them,
kiptian suffering mounted to new
Mrs. Ewen. Hale. Mrs.
as to how much he or she concessor to. Jack Dernpsy and Gene frey, Cleaners; T. Rowlett,
Herman
Rexheights and deaths occurred with
On,Friday the -thirteenth at the tribute& a complete
Farmer, and Mist Joe Ann
Tunney as the heavyweight cham- ails; J. Rowlett, Bank; W.'
list of the
CerraH. end- of the
stupefying rapidity. In Missouri
.
way.
He
first
half, the Ledger contributions will be available at
also leaves sisters. Mrs.
pion of the world.
Parker, Parkers; J. Parker, Bluealone, 154 persons have succumbed.'
Times'
&
Cora
team,
now known as this meeting and this information
Alexander: Mrs. Lola Farris
The fight will be shown in its birds; B. Russell, Rexalls; "Dub"
to tropic heat in the last several
the Bluebirds, was third from the can be furnished to „anyon
and Mrs. Ruth Curd, all
entirety and the last" three rounds Ruspell. Cleaners; V. _Stubbl
e desirof the
efield.. bott•im
days. In Illinois, 125 heat -deaths
county. and two brother
and defeated the Pastoffica ing same.
will be shown in slow motion 'so and F. Stubblefield, - Hermits
s. Lee
; J. team, first
occurred while Nebraska's toll was
Carritway and Ewen
half winners and now
fans will have a chance to see -Weeks. and M. Weeks.
Carraway.
Banks: the Sunburst team,
53. In St. Louis, 46 deaths occur.county. A stepson, Keys
for the first
completely the finishing blows C. Weeks.• Rexalls; C. T.
Plans -are beat/ made for sellLindsey,
Yar- time in seven
red in two days.
and
several
starts.
which took from Camera his title. broegh,
ing
If
the
nieces
that's
Boone
county sheep clip
arid nephews
Bank; R.
Yarbrough, not the
also survive. He *as a,
thirteenth working„,-,then of 10.350 fleeces.
The Beer-Canners special will Plumbers.
member
Gardens in Russell county
what is it?
Of the South Pleasant
be shown in conjunction with the
-Grove M.
There is also a 'plentiful supply
the best in the past, two yeal'4`
If anything else does and could
E.
church.
Jimmy Durante, Lupe Vlez, Stuart' of doctors
Madison county seed dealers
in the league at your happen you
due partly to improved disease
The pallbeer
will see it at the end sold their entire soybeart stock,
Erwin Picture, "Palooka". comedy service in
,ers were:' w. V.
case you get hit in the of this last
control methods.
half
Hale. Staniar Ilkilkassilik • Melton
of. play in this. after the AAA ruling allowing its I
prize fighting story.
laad with a foul ball The doc- paper.
Workma
n, Perry Anajiten. A.
use as a hay crop.
IL
Lassiter, end' tanley,rodl.
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Mason Will Speak
in City jSaturday

HEAT WAVE KILLS
OVER 500 IN U. S.

Hundreds Taking
Typhoid Shots

Former Senator Stanley in Scholarly
Address at College; Praises President

Ten Sets Brothers, Four Doctors, and
Five Coaches in Softball League

D. R. CARRAWAY
ERAL TODAY

Cross Meeting
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in the control of Oopee various of two thernuanele.rs. Care should
Teitttl"FOPC sop vending their vastages are proper maturity in the be taken to use thermometers that
cation with their --parents bent
field, careful housing toethcisks to are reliable that read together.,
vrandparents. Mr and Mrs. 'Jim
avoid bruising. ample . circulation
Since the time for cutting to- Wrather.
By John it. Bonderant
of air in the barn. a 'Wood roof bacco is almost at hand, farmers
Rill Wrather lost a fine cow bast
Plans for the administration
The 'most de- should begin now to make prepsTome is no farm job or task in and tight walls
week from eating sorghum caw. the Kerr-Smith
tobacco act, ansiralale
type
of
housing
barn
ler
rations,fpr improving their curing Otho Clark also lost a
Connection with The production of
fine
anthill ncunced through the Kentucky
tire -cured -lobes-co that fits into ie ene'which provides * ventila- methods. They will be more than last week
—
College of Agriculture, provides
the %AA tobacco reduction pro- tion as needed at or neat the foun- repaid in added returns All farmMarvin Miles, Mr and Mrs. Ray- for a tax of 25
per mint of the
gram better than the curing of dation and at the ridge Or gable. ers who have used better curing mond Story, and others
made a *yip market value on all tobacco pr
are- liaitailesscb01140th that,latbettasasatri'sot? 7/g/ts7lnlad-'ins So WAVE. r..31it Teat
..-'11%.Batiesit
week
&wee, by growers who do not teres place with& liftr tebeeco continuing to use them. Tobacco
acreage are striving or
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Boyd, Mr reive .tax-p
ayment warrants either
d strive to produce tobacco plant in the Cutting and curing buyers are constantly asking Mr and Mrs. Roscoe
Hayes. Mr. and under production adjustment
conof better quality. Better quality process. The green tobacco loges better -quality tobacco, and they Mrs. Leslie ERIK 'Mrs
Alice Ellis. tracts-or by allotments made to
tobacco usually moans a better tons .
- water by evaporation. heartily endorse modern methods C. R. Paschal) and
daughter. non-contracting producers.
John
price and the higher the-wire re- Also, many chemical changes take of curing asa means of producing Misses Viola and
Ethel attended H. Bondurint, county agent,
will
ceived the higher the reduction place in the curing stream Under better quality.
.
-the Doran funeral at Murray San- discuss the tobacto
reduction propayments will be
Calloway county should continue -day afternoon.
proper conditions higii humidity
gram
including
4
the Kerr-Smith
A reduced production provides prevails sod evaporation continues to lead the district in the proMr. Douglas Moore, who has Act at -2 P. M. Saturday.
July 21,
spae,
Te .barn which is at a rithld rate until the .curing duction of quality tobacco.
been sick a long while. at his at the courthouse.
barns
an
essential
home near Wiswell, is reported
step in
tillapting Is almost finished. Many bar
The Kerr-Smith Act authorized
modern methods of curing. As- of tobacco, in recent sears. have
much worse and that his wife- Is
issuance to contracting growers
sinning a good_ well ripened to- been, cured with excellbrit results
ill of a fever.
non-transferable -tax-pigment -war- bacco crop in the field. the Itteth. 111141 the highest temperatures not
rants exprested Tn pounds of toThe
ods .-followed in housing and -our. •arceed'hg 100 degrees F.
Elder Harvey Morrison of Debocce and covering the amount of
ing may add to or substract from control of the barn Munictity in troit assisted the pastor. Bro. John
tobacco which such contracting
the quality of tobacco produced.)the curing process is also import- Clark. in a revival
an Oak Grove
producers. are permitted to market
deperoling
upotr the
practices ant-,
last week, at which there were
under theirsoontincts.
rutads- rortUnalely.- witifsite-proper
Funeral ssi
-adrittem 40-18aalartttor Gerald ageetineWIthanenthetion
BM. -'SMOrrisen
In addition"' .the Secretary of
equipment. the farmer an con- in the barn a hygrometer is need- urged the unsaved to get the
land,
three
months
and
thiragin
ex- sosi to a goose extern ..toe condo. ad as an aid in detertaining the
Agriculture may issue in any
days
old
of
son
Mr.
perience
and
salvation.
of
Mrs. Dirt
In 1 Johnnom
.necessary. for prover' oom _ contlitions
under which curing is 5-10. -"He that believeth hath the Outland. swere_beld_ Roorlay JON". county further warrants covering
tobacco up to
ing'and curing. Fanners are real- taking place.- This instrument is witness in himself."
nOon at 130 o'clock. The Rev...I. an amount of :
per cent of the amount covered by
izing this fact as never before nothing more than two tbermomeThe Quarterly Conference at E. Skinner was in. charge ad the warrants
isoied_th contraction
throsighout the tobacco _producing, ters_with.-a. wet bulb _attached to
this --place Saturday and- -Sunday issirial Was in the CilitisLINT now- prodticers.
" areas of the country and great one By its use
tery. The infant is survived by
the humidity or was fine.
Bro Fain. of paris
strides are beifig made in adapt- amount of moisture in the air
Under- provisions of the Kerras preached Saturday morning and the parents and several brothers
ing .proper .curing facilities for well as the barn temperature
Smith _Act. the sign-up has been
can Bro. 0. C Wrather, presiding and sister&
all types of tobacco
re-opened until July 28. giving
be known at any time In other elder, on Sunday. Mrs. Nina McThe four stages in the housing words, it helps take
eligible growers who did not sign
the guess out Lorin of Paris, in her talk Saturand curing of fire-cured toba&-o of the curing problem.
contracts another opportunity to
Hygrom- day on missions, said she thought
are . wilting, yellowing, coloring eters may
sign .and escape the ogyspent of the
be 'bought do the mar- a church without a missionary
and drying., TI.-- facts involved ket or "home-made with
tax. Tax exemption warrants will
"
the use society Was like. a. home without
Health is very' good at this writ- not
be,. issued to any nonscontracta mother,
ing exceplsa few cases. Mrs. 5tec ing -grower
unless it is impossible
At this place Saturday afternoon Riley is gradually growing worse to give lim an ,eq-catable
allotment
at close of quarterly -conference. with cancer. Mrs Jack Riley of under a tobacco
production adGob section is no bete?. Bro. W. A. Baker conducted the Golo
justment contract. Application for
funeral of Joe Latimer,' year old
Oh! so hot, dry and dusty tax exemption warrants will be
son- If
Mrs. end- Mr* John- La-tiers -Everything Is needing rain. Early made at the county
:
agent's office.
whose -death was ceased Sty colitis earn is. almost- half damaged stad An announcement will
be made
We know. the. aiear babes are can't he redeemed.
later as to the date they will be
safe with Jesus and will ever
Mrs. Mary Alexander of the available.
"be satisfied-, yet from experience
Spring -Creek
Prior to the opening of the marneighborhood is
we know there is !Mich sorrow in
visiting Dennis.
Alexander this kets, marketing cards will be
giving them up.
week and attending the meeting issued to all contracting producers
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Gupton, who at Locust Grove
and to all non-contracting growspent several days near LaCenter,
ers for whom applications' for taxBulah Coleman ores's-bed at Loy.. visiting Mrs. Gupton'n - relas;
payment warrants have been aptives, were accompanied' home by cust Grove Sunday. The protean* proned. The
amount Of tax-exempt
meeting begun on that date atth
Miss- Jimnue Cooper, who---will
Hesson- arriving Monday aid tobacco which "each 'grower will
upend. several weeks with-. Moo,
be -allowed to 'sell -will be- stated
Mater. Mrs. Gunton. and-Mr. Cup- Will contitilie the :Services for two on 'his markeerng
card.
weeks.
ton.
MO
and
Mrs.
Claude
Luthafalid
Mr. and Mrs Heine Charlton
Grant county has Made more
and. children returned to their daughter, of Wingo. visited Mc improvemen
incorporated
t'in livestock shipped
Boyd
last
Sunday.
home in Detroit Saturday. Mr.
Phone 170
Murray, Ky.
Glen Harris carried his little girl to Use Cincinnati Union Stockand Mrs Bryan Wrather, also of
Detroit, have been visiting rela- to Louisville for treatment of in- yards than any other county. a
juries she received from a fall survey shows.
tives here.
Miss isouise Radford of. Puryear. recently.
About 150 friends of Mrs. Ophie
Tenn.. was a visitor of her aunt,
Mrs. Minnie Sinotherman. Satur- Watson surprised her with a 15irthday dinner. Mrs. Watson did not
day.
Mrs McComis and daughter of know any thing about the dinner
until she -returned from church
and, he surely was surprised .ep
returning when shessaw the long
' ' Callaway Circuit Court
table loaded with custards pies, New York Life Insurance.- Co..
fried chicken and many. .other
Plaintiff
things good to ett.
Neighbors,
Vs Judgment
friends, and relatives. .too num- John A. Anderson
erous to mention, gathered in and
Defendant after dinner was Oyer: Mrs. Eylpha .,By virtue hi a judgment and
Alexander. of Stubblefield neighborhood. preached a real good sermon followed by testimonies from
different ones. After the service
was over, all bid Mrs. Watson
goodbye, wishing for her many
more happy birthdays.
.Mr. and Mrs. Dennis P. Alexander and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
urt Newsome. and Mr.'and Mrs
Carlos Alexander went to TennesFirst of all, the newest see River last Friday on a fish
Buick is built to be a Buick fry:, They report a nice time.
1LOV/EST PRICE IN BUICK HISTORYI
--Lazy Ned- a

-

Plans Made For
Tobacco Control

the AAA Progrtim

S. Pleasant Grove I

order of sale of the,Callsway Cirforty
A certain tract or parcel of land to the
cuit Court, rendered at the April lying and being in the
lit. Murray (40) acres, more or less.
term thereof, 1934, in the above District of
said Calloway County. __Beings the siallig._19.0SL,SISSIIIKL40,_____
cause for the purpose of payment Kentucky. lying on the North stele John A. Anderson by deed of R.
of Two Thousand Eight Hundred of a Public Road leading from B. Lassiter and wife, M. A. Uhl- and Twenty-One and 97-100 Dol- Murray. Kentucky, to Lynn Grove, ter, dated Nov. 20. 1917. of record
lars t$2.821.91) and six per cent Kenttleky, and described by metes In,. the aka, fth‘esestresiiii
Clerk of Calloway County, Kenannum interet thereon from De- and bounds as follows:
Beginning at the_ southwest cor- tucky in Deed 'Book 44. page 172,
cember 14. 1932. until paid and the
1thill tat Vl_da-;—Lisasiain
costs harem siassaark4•-3.--.1601, aer'...
-fs-Ssetross
•" aiads
dated August 28. 1920: of record in
proceed to offer for sale at the
Range 4. East; runs thence East. laid office in Book. 4,5. page 633.
court 'house dour in Murray. Kenwith the Section Line and with
For the purchase pine* the purtucky: to the highest bidder at pubsaid Public Road eighty 030) poles
must execute bond with
lic auction, on Monday, AugUat
chaser
to a stake: thence North and
1934, same being the first day of
parallel with
line approved securities, bearing legal
the Section
the regular August term of Calloeighty (80) poles to a rock: thence interest from the day of sale unway Circuit Court. at 1 o'clock
West and parallel with the Section til paid. and having the force and
or thereabout upon a credit of line eighty (.80) poles to a rock in effect of a judgment. Bidders will
six months, the following described the west line of said Section -21; be prepared to comply promptly
property, being and lying RI-rill- thence South, with the West line with these terms—George S Hart,
lowavosCounty. Kentucky, towit: of said Section eighty (801 poles Master Comm.ssioner

--
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Outland Infant
Is Buried Sunday

•

Low first cost is only the beginning of Fora r-8 etonomy. rn
toe, oil, repairs and upkeep, this 80 -horsepower, 8 -cylinder
truck actually operates at a lower ton-mile cost than a "4".

DETROIT

Kirksey Kinklets

H

AMERICAS
GREAT TRUCK VALUE
FL

FORD V-8

Trucks and
Passenger Cars

P.

are sold by the

Only the Ford V-8 offers &these inliortantleatures

BEALE MOTOR COMPANY

NEW V -S

"Watch the Fords Go By"

America's FASTEST

SELLING •CAR!

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

• at Fleur. Mich. All"rite: sosifeet to ebasige saish•err
siatiee. larstraitti below
rl48. 4863,..es: _East
Special eassiaraest extra. Maas feeders as sa cares charge.

A Straight Eight
93 Horsepower
85 miles per hour
15 miles per gallon!

through and through
Then, it is given a price—loweSt in
Buick hisiory-and- unequalled today
for the quality it buys-T-which puts
its value beyond comparison. Big,
beautiful, modern, it is upholstered
in fabrics of exclusive smart design.
Unmatched in perfortnance by any
other balanced car, its dependability
is attested by Buick records of 30
years. For it has every famous Buick
feature. Thousancts-htve waited for
such a car at such a price. They are
buying now. They are getting
deliveries npw.

""111-AR AXLE

.Impi.,trouble-free. An
/4•- h.br MOW,wet. S-cylinder,
V-rype engine .
with
power.‘peed,ruggednessfor
heeoest Yobs.

.. Housing, not ails.
rise load. "Spills" Impossible. Shaft removable without lacking up. Insures
long trouble-free ...orrice.

ENGINE

SPECIAL

EX.CHAA0.1

DUAL DOWN -DRAFT

PERFECTED

CARRURETION

TORCEUE-TUSE

•..11114sorlosolis•aceson.y.
Gino lemlickar stunting In
cold wait-her. smoother
operation at all speeds, less
dilution of crankcase on.

and radius rod dries . .
Transmits bra kIng and driving forces directly to tram..
Spit WA. free to absorb road
sho.ks.

FINISH

. After- normal life of engine, for 14, S• (P. 0. B.
Parts Brant.10,you caa base
•.-conditiasot
..
leseir. lastalled—la a few Sours.

. Onky truck with this new
bakstiwarnel linish.ln wide
.•vive el colors,for ilieek,
oak beam timerr-wearint beauty.

TRUCKS
AUTHOR IZED

FORD

DV-8 •
-

termrs Film* CIWnvermil Crail Ca
-Irsher,FeJ Feed Fissure Phis.

DEALERS

•

HE TRAVELED 900 MILES...
AND LEARNED HOW TO SAVE MONEY.

New Low Price Un-;-1
equalled'for the
Quality it Buys

*Sena 40'-479S s• toss. Series so--Szoto es$120. Series
6o-81373 le 8:675. Series 9?-81875 to 83175. LW PriCtS

FULL-FLOATING

ENGINE

CITY DIRECTORY
A.Y.—Covington, M.D.

MONTRE
.
41."7.

in
-First-National Bank Bldg.
'West Main Street'
Telephones, Office 170;
Res, National Intel
Offices

B.

MAKES "2-TRIP" TEST—Mr.J. P.
Cochrane, Waban, Mass.— Chevrolet
owner. Read how Gulf-lube made• air.
prising ahfference in his oil costs. -

r. BERRY

•

•

..-r

Dentist

USED TO THINK shot all 25c
moior oils were about alike,"
says Mt. J. P. Cochrane,of Waban,

First National Bank Bldg.
—PHONES-trice 26
Res, 103

Mass.-But I'vechanged my thinking!

-"Recently, -drove my Mr from
Boston to Montreal—using 2. well.
known 25c* oil. And at Chestertown, N.Y.,I had to add a quart—
?93 miles from Boston.
"Later I had occasion to cover
the same route—and this time I
used Gulf-lube. It took me the entire distance between Montreal and
Boston (450 miles)-157 miles farther than the oilI had previously used
--before a quart was consumed."

S. H. Henderson
l'IANO TUNING AND
REPAIRING
25 Years Experience
Free Estimates, Work Guaranteed
Mons
Tormoon Music Co.
_
M LIMA Y,
4'KY

DRY CLEA14ING
'We Do It a line Better"

SUPERIOR CLEANERS
Expert Hatters
WASH PANTS (leaned and
Pressed

PHONE 44

•

"First trip (Boston to Montreal)
—using a wellknown 25c* oil,
had to add a
quart-at Chestertown, 293 miles
from Boston"

CHESTERT

SAVE MONEY! Switch to
Gulf-lube—the oil that went 28/
1
27,
. more miles per iluart.than 3 other
famous 25c* oils in AAA tests. At
all Gulf stations. *Plut tax.

2.5c

•

'
.•MACHINE SHOP
Repairins, Electric and , Acetylene
Welding and Tin Work.
Eleetrical Work.

C cos, GULF

"Second trip (over
same route) — using
Gulf-tube I went the
whole distance, 450
miles, before a quart
" was needed"

BOSTON

PIC/1141140 CO.. II,TOPUR014. PA,

FARRIS MACHINE SHOP
NORTH FOURTH

L. S. Anderson Motor Co., Inc.
108-10 North Seventh

L S. ANDERSON:MOTOR CO.
Paducah, Kentucky

Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR CO:
Paris, Tennessee

WHEN . BETTER . AUTOMOBILES . ARE

PHONE

3rt

GULF-LUBE

Watch --Repairing
'WM. R. FURCHES
4

IOUILT — BURR . WILL . BUII.D . THEM •

JEWELRY, GUNS, MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
at Johnson-Fain Music Company

The "High-Mileage" MotOr'
Oil
•
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